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Now, more than ever, our industry is undergoing profound 
change. Technological and economic changes present 
both opportunities and challenges to the way we operate 
and the services we offer. In addition to industry changes, 
our customers are more sophisticated, expecting an 
enhanced utility experience. It is this evolution that pushes 
us to be more innovative and drives us to keep pace while 
planning for our future.

To meet the changing needs of our customers, it is 
imperative that we focus on our core values each and 
every day – safe, reliable, and affordable electricity. We 
accomplished this in 2019 while finishing the year in good 
fiscal standing.

We also placed a significant focus on the future of our 
resource portfolio, submitting our Integrated Resource 
Planning (IRP) to the California Energy Commission in April. 
As we work to meet increased goals set by the state, we 
are focused on providing a diverse portfolio of resources 
for our customers. This included the ribbon-cutting of 
our community solar program, Roseville Solective, in 
March 2019. This provides customers with a new way to 
access solar. 

In addition to maintaining high reliability, our customers 
continued to pay less for electricity – on average over 
35% less than the neighboring investor-owned utility. 
These factors help with our competitive advantage 
with economic development in a growing Greater 
Sacramento region. 

Even though our service area was not impacted by 
wildfires that continued to plague our state, Roseville 
Electric Utility prepared a Wildfire Mitigation Plan in 
compliance with Senate Bill (SB) 901. This was approved 
by the Roseville City Council in late 2019. Our construction 
team also provided mutual aid for communities impacted 
by fire and other weather-related events, including 
Paradise and Redding. 

As we look to define the future of our organization and the 
services we offer, we are focused on being more than just 
a trusted utility operating in the background of everyday 
life. We are a partner in our community. What is coming is 
sure to be full of exciting change. Roseville Electric Utility is 
poised to embrace what the industry has to offer. 

As a community-owned utility, we are focused on 
operating in a manner that aligns with the needs and 
interests of our customers and our community, today and 
in the future.

Director’s message
Defining our utility  
of the future

Michelle Bertolino 
Roseville Electric Utility Director 

Our core values

Reliable electricity

Competitive prices

Exceptional service

Culture of safety
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Energizing 
economic 
development
Our reliability 
powers innovation

As Roseville’s community-owned electric service, 
supporting business has been a priority for more than 100 
years. Our rates remain some of the lowest in the region 
and even the state – up to 39% lower for commercial 
customers than the neighboring investor-owned utility as 
of June 2019. In addition to low rates, our reliability remains 
strong, driving industry that in turn powers innovation.

Providing reliable electric service to all of our customers is 
one of Roseville Electric Utility’s core values. The frequency 
and duration of outages is one of the most important 
factors in evaluating our utility and attaining new business. 

The two ways we measure distribution system reliability 
are through SAIDI (System Average Interruption Duration 
Index) and SAIFI (System Average Interruption Frequency 
Index). SAIDI indicates the average outage duration for 
customers in a given year. SAIFI indicates how many 
outages, on average, our customers experience in a year. 
Roseville Electric Utility’s numbers were exceptional in 
2019 – our customers experience an outage once every 
eight years (SAIFI) and the outage lasts an average of 10 
minutes (SAIDI). 

In fact, there were a number of businesses that chose 
Roseville based on these and other important factors. In 
late 2018, medical technology manufacturer Penumbra 
Inc. signed a nearly 160,000-square-foot lease for an empty 
building in Roseville, a significant opportunity for the area. 
Real estate brokers involved in the transaction highlighted 
Roseville Electric Utility as a significant draw for new 
businesses coming to the area.   

“As one of the premier submarkets in the Greater 
Sacramento region, Roseville offers a wide variety 
of amenities, retail establishments, city services and 
recreational activities. Another significant benefit to the 
area is that its municipal-owned utility provides power to 
both businesses and residences at affordable rates,” * said 
Ron Thomas, executive director and managing principal for 
Cushman & Wakefield.

As our city continues to grow, we are committed to 
stand as a partner for new businesses by offering 
customized strategies that enhance both their operations 
and efficiency. 
* “East Bay’s Penumbra Enters Sacramento with 157,500 SF Class A Lease at Roseville 
Innovation Park.” Healthcare Real Estate Insights, Wolf Marketing & Media,  
16 November 2018

As our city 
continues to 
grow, we are 
committed 
to stand as a 
partner for 
new businesses 
by offering 
customized 
strategies that 
enhance both 
their operations 
and efficiency. 
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Portfolio Forecast to be Short 90-100 MW of Planning Reserve Margin by 2030

 • Maintain existing NCPA and Base Resource Contracts

 • Improve operating reliability of Roseville Power Plant 2 

 • Study cost e�ective upgrades to REP to increase �exibility

 • Procure transmission to Paci�c Northwest

 • Investigate demand response program enhancement

Added Flexible Capacity Needed in 2025 and Beyond, Driven by Growth in Local 
Intermittent Resources

 • Evaluate Energy Storage Pilot Project as �exibility solution

 • Develop comprehensive Distributed Energy Resource strategy 
  including �exibility options

A road to more 
renewable 
resources 

New Renewable Resources are Needed After 2024

 • Prepare RPS Execution Plan for RPS need

Flexible 
Capacity 
Portfolio

Renewable 
Portfolio 
Standard

Cap and Trade Prices Have Potential to Increase Signi�cantly

 • Develop Strategy to mitigate Carbon Market cost exposure

Real Time Market Counter parties are Decreasing Due to Energy Imbalance Market

 • Evaluate the e�cacy and �nancial viability of participating in the EIM to mitigate 
  decreasing real-time market opportunities

Peak
Capacity 
Portfolio

Risk
Mitigation
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Planning for  
the future
Our utility, and utilities across the state, are facing an 
unprecedented degree of legislative and regulatory 
change and uncertainty. 

In an effort to align with changing goals set forth by the 
state, utilities develop plans to meet existing needs as well 
as those in the future. Integrated Resource Planning (IRP) 
is the process that utilities use to determine a long-term 
plan to ensure generation resources are adequate to 
meet projected future peak capacity and energy needs, 
while achieving other utility goals such as maintaining an 
adequate reserve margin for system reliability. 

California increased its goal for renewable energy with 
the passage of Senate Bill (SB) 350 in 2015, from 33% in 
2030 to 50% by 2030. Roseville’s IRP, which was approved 
by the Roseville City Council in June 2018, puts our city 
on track to meet all of the state’s renewable energy goals, 
while maintaining reliable and affordable service to 
our customers.

The robust plan was submitted to the California Energy 
Commission in April 2019. As targets continue to shift, 
including the passage of SB 100 in the fall of 2018, 
Roseville Electric Utility is focused on forward thinking, 
good planning and honoring what started more than 
100 years ago.

Large Hydro 
Non-Renewable

Renewable

Market & Thermal 30%

50% 20%

2030

52%

30%

18%

2018
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Roseville 
Solective
As the solar energy market rapidly expands, 
more people are exploring the possibility of 
going solar. Not everyone is able to install 
panels on their roofs, due to unsuitable 
space, living in multi-family housing, or 
renting living space. Alternative business 
models like community solar are gaining 
popularity and increasing access to 
clean solar energy.

Our community solar program, Roseville 
Solective, was launched in March 2019. The 
program provides both homeowners and 
renters equal access to the benefits of solar 
energy generation regardless of the physical 
attributes or ownership of their home. 

Solective’s pilot program, which was fully 
subscribed by the fall of 2019, expands 
access to solar for all residential customers, 
including low-to-moderate income 
customers most impacted by a lack of access, 
all while helping the utility meet it regulatory 
requirements. 

3,000 
Utility-owned 
solar panels

700
Tons of CO2 

avoided

200+ 
Homes with solar 

panels
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Low risk 
High priority
Wildfire mitigation in Roseville
The Camp Fire. For many, the name alone triggers images of utter devastation. It is the worst wildfire 
in California history. Landscapes and lives were changed forever when the fast-moving fire, sparked 
by electrical equipment, swept through the rural town in late 2018. 

In the wake of this and other recent wildfires, utilities are diving deeper than ever before to ensure 
the safety of residents through prevention plans and educational outreach. 

Wildfire has become the number one risk to California utility operations. Although the state had a 
wet 2019 water season, the increased vegetation growth posed higher wildfire risks, with potential 
impacts to the availability of transmission lines and/or generating facilities.

In early February, Roseville Electric worked on updating a summer preparedness plan in response 
to these concerns. The plan focused on mitigation efforts, preparedness items, and response and 
recovery procedures for the roughly 43 sq. miles within our service territory. 

Working collaboratively with the Roseville Fire Department, we reviewed the boundaries of the 
district and confirmed that, based on local conditions and historical fire data, all of our service 
territory is properly excluded as a high fire-threat area designated by the California Public 
Utilities Commission. 

While the risk is low, there is one area in the city designated as a Wildfire Reduction Zone. It 
incorporates a specific section of Miner’s Ravine, a mostly open space area that has increased 
precautionary measures for electric utility inspections and maintenance actions. Partnering with our 
fire department, we determined ways to decrease the threat in this area.  Crews are now conducting 
detailed inspections on the poles in this area annually to ensure it is properly maintained and is 
posing no threats to the community. 

We are committed to the quality of life of our community, with safety at the forefront of everything 
we do. As our city continues to evolve – new industries, an influx of residents and a focus on the 
future – we remain dedicated to the planning and preparation that ensure our city continues to be a 
safe destination for families and businesses alike.
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Coming to the aid 
of our neighbors  
to the north
In February of 2019, a two-foot blanket of snow covered 
the fire-scarred landscape of Redding, California. The 
community was still recuperating from the previous 
year’s Carr Fire, which destroyed over 1,600 structures and 
caused extensive damage to the city’s power system. 

With tens of thousands of customers without power 
due to fallen trees and more destruction expected as 
the snow melted, Redding Electric Utility reached out 
to neighboring public power utilities for help repairing 
damage and restoring power. 

“Our team responded 
immediately,” said Jason Grace, 
electric operations manager. 

“We wanted to do whatever 
we could to help get power 
restored.”

As part of the California Utilities Emergency Association, 
Roseville Electric Utility is able to provide mutual 
assistance to other member utilities during times of 
disaster. When the call for help came in early February, two 
of our crews spent more than two weeks assisting local 
crews with storm cleanup and power restoration.
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Engineering paths for 
workforce development
Electric programs offer interactive 
learning opportunities and  
career options
According to a US Department of Energy report, the electric industry is facing several changes that present 
challenges for maintaining a skilled workforce. New technologies require new and evolving skillsets for industry 
employees as high levels of retirees take with them industry experience.*

It is this shift in a historically unchanged industry has led to challenges and opportunities for a number of 
career paths within our electric utility. As a result, we are being more creative in our approach to employee 
recruitment and training, including developing and testing on-the-job training as well as internship programs 
within our department.

* Transforming the Nation’s Electricity System: The Second Installment of the QER, Electricity Workforce of the 21st Century: Changing Needs and New 
Opportunities (Washington, DC: U.S. Department of Energy, 2017).
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The electric 
industry is 
facing several 
changes 
that present 
challenges for 
maintaining 
a skilled 
workforce
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Power 
engineering:  
A family affair
Our engineering division has a successful 
internship program that has led to a number 
of hires over the years. This program is one 
example of Roseville Electric’s commitment 
to providing the training and experience 
necessary to hire replacement personnel 
now and in the years to come. 

For Austin Kurth, power engineering was a 
career path he was destined for. Growing up, 
his father and grandfather worked on power 
systems for AT&T. Early on, Austin knew he 
wanted to do something in a similar field, 
focusing mainly on electrical or mechanical 
engineering as a possible career path. 

As a student at Bella Vista High School in 
Fair Oaks, Austin spent most of his time in 
advanced math courses, including calculus 
and physics. However, it was a tour of a 
hydrogen plant that solidified his electrical 
engineering focus, which eventually led 
him to California Polytechnic University – 
San Luis Obispo. 

A chance encounter his freshman year with 
two former Cal Poly engineering students 
who were visiting from Roseville Electric 
Utility sparked an interest with Austin that he 
didn’t even know existed.  

“At that time, I didn’t even know the City of 
Roseville had its own utility,” said Austin. 

That summer, he applied for an internship 
with Roseville Electric. Unfortunately, he 
didn’t get it and instead ended up interning 
with nearby Sacramento Municipal 
Utility District.

His opportunity with Roseville Electric came 
the following summer when he interned 
with the organization. “There was never a dull 
day. I was able to work on real engineering 
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designs as an intern,” said Austin. “More 
importantly, the team at Roseville 
Electric really taught me how to 
analyze real-life situations.”

His hands-on experience with the 
utility put Roseville Electric at the top 
of Austin’s career list.

Shortly after Austin graduated, 
Roseville Electric had a retirement in 
the engineering department and he 
was hired later that summer. 

“This position gives me the 
opportunity to work on something 
big,” said Austin. “I can make an impact 
on someone’s life and they will 
never know it because their power is 
going to stay on.”

Our internship program is one 
example of Roseville Electric’s 
commitment to providing 
the training and experience 
necessary to hire replacement 
personnel now and in the 
years to come. 
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REP is a highly efficient 
natural gas power plant 
capable of producing up 
to 160 megawatts (MW) 
of electricity.

The plant has been in 
commercial operation 
since October 2007 and 
is directly connected to 
Roseville’s distribution 
system.

A full-circle 
approach to 
learning at 
Roseville  
Energy Park
A changing workplace is a concern for the power sector. 
New technology and regulatory changes are requiring a 
workforce with additional skills compared to the power 
plants of yesterday. As a result, education and training 
is imperative to increase interest in career options that 
support infrastructure.  

In 2019, a partnership was generated between the City 
of Roseville and Placer County Office of Education. Four 
students with an interest in a STEM (Science, Technology, 
Engineering and Math) field were provided a peak behind 
the power plant curtain. 

REP employs 25 highly-skilled, full-time employees, 
consisting of operations, maintenance and engineering 
teams. Students spent a few hours a day shadowing 
each department while a bulk of their time was spent 
developing a mock capital project.

“Utilizing publicly-owned generation as an educational 
platform is one of the best classrooms a student can 
find,” said Nathan Ribordy, senior power plant engineer. 
“I see it as not only giving back to the community, but an 
investment in our future.”

Historically, a power plant would start up and run from the 
end of spring until the end of summer or even winter until 
taken offline for maintenance, requiring only a few starts a 
year. However, as we make a shift to integrate renewable 
energy into the mix, the traditional generation assets need 
to remain nimble and flexible enough to start and stop 
repeatedly to make room for other generation sources. 
This requires an innovative approach. 

“There is an immediate need for creative and holistic 
solutions, that engineers can provide, to resolve some 
of these technical challenges as we reduce emissions, 
improve efficiency, maximize capacity, and improve 
flexibility,” said Ribordy. 
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Digging into data to 
enrich experiences 

of visitors are 
from Roseville

73% are under age 44.

Visiting the UEC

65% 

visit from the
Sacramento 
Region

29% 

of adult visitors 
are women

65% 

of visitors have made 2+ 
visits in the past year

70% 

rate their UEC visit as 
excellent to superior

87% 

The Roseville Utility Exploration Center (UEC), an extension 
of our community-owned utilities, is a one-of-a-kind 
learning center focused on inspiring stewardship of 
resources in everyday life.

This past year the UEC joined a national consortium 
of museums that are pooling resources to collect, 
analyze and report on visitor experience data. COVES 
(Collaboration for Ongoing Visitor Experience Studies) 
is a system that provides for the ongoing collection of 
data about museum visitors, allowing leaders to make 
data-informed decisions while also providing points of 
comparison within the industry.

As a member, we were to gain access to a standardized 
survey instrument, expertise on data collection, and a 

sophisticated reporting database. In addition, our center 
can compare responses from Roseville visitors to the 
responses from visitors to museums of varying sizes. 
Currently 23 participating institutions range from the San 
Francisco Exploratorium and Boston Museum of Science 
to the Utility Exploration Center and Nevada Terry Lee 
Wells Discovery Museum.

In the first year, the UEC collected 582 surveys from 
visitors, working toward monthly quotas set by data 
scientists. Exhibit hall visitors report high satisfaction. 

These results and future surveys will help us generate 
an ongoing conversation with our residents and 
visitors to the UEC.
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ELECTRIC RATE COMPARISON WITH NEIGHBORING UTILITIES1

(CENTS/KWH)

CUSTOMER TYPE
ROSEVILLE 

ELECTRIC RATES PG&E RATES % DIFFERENCE SMUD RATES % DIFFERENCE

Residential 15.16 22.58 33% 15.17 0%

Commercial 13.97 21.54 35% 14.05 1%

Industrial 10.81 16.88 36% 11.70 8%

1Based on estimated average annual rates as of June 30, 2019.   

CUSTOMERS, SALES, AND PEAK DEMAND
Fiscal years ending June 30, 2019

CUSTOMERS1 2015 2016 % CHG 2017 % CHG 2018 % CHG 2019 % CHG

Residential 49,851 50,784 1.87% 51,638 1.68% 52,789 2.23% 53,868 2.04%

Commercial 6,673 6,700 0.40% 6,759 0.88% 6,812 0.78% 6,884 1.06%

Total 56,524 57,484 1.70% 58,397 1.59% 59,601 2.06% 60,752 1.93%

ENERGY SALES (MWH)

Residential 428,824 439,495 2.49% 439,598 0.02% 454,795 3.46% 441,823 -2.85%

Commercial 748,913 750,482 0.21% 737,843 -1.68% 728,497 -1.27% 705,575 -3.15%

Total 1,177,737 1,189,977 1.04% 1,177,441 -1.05% 1,183,292 0.50% 1,147,398 -3.03%

SALES REVENUES ($000S)

Residential 67,660 68,853 1.76% 68,543 -0.45% 70,803 3.30% 69,551 -1.77%

Commercial 96,028 95,078 -0.99% 93,011 -2.17% 91,495 -1.63% 89,727 -1.93%

Total 163,688 163,930 0.15% 161,554 -1.45% 162,298 0.46% 159,278 -1.86%

Peak Demand (MW) 340.03 331.29 -2.57% 355.17 7.21% 353.64 -0.43% 340.08 -3.83%

Revenues listed are as billed.
1Customer counts report as fiscal year average annual values.
Note: Numbers may not total due to rounding.
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SOURCES OF POWER SUPPLY
Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 2019

SOURCE TYPE AREA
CAPACITY 

AVAILABLE (MW)
ESTIMATED  

POWER (GWH)2 % OF TOTAL

Roseville Energy Park Natural Gas Local 155 403 34%

Roseville Power Plant 2 Natural Gas Local 48 3

Western Area Power Administration Hydro Western 67 162 14%

NCPA

Geothermal Project Geothermal ISO 8 60 5%

Hydroelectric Project Hydro ISO 30 107 9%

Steam Injected Gas Turbine Generator Project Natural Gas ISO 18 5

Market Purchases

Renewable Various Various 32 269 22%

Non-renewable Various Various 75 186 16%

TOTAL 433 1,195* 100%*

Peak Demand (MW)1 340

Capacity Reserve Percent 22%

Source:  City of Roseville

(1) Fiscal Year System Peak July 25, 2018.
(2) One gigawatt-hour (GWh) equals one million kilowatt-hours (KWh).

*Numbers may not total due to rounding
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City of Roseville 
Electric Utility
Basic financial statements for 
the year ended June 30, 2019
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Independent Auditor’s Report 

Public Utilities Commission 
Electric Department 
City of Roseville, California 

We have audited the accompanying financial statements of the Electric Enterprise Fund (Electric Fund) 
of the City of Roseville, California (City), as of and for the years ended June 30, 2019 and 2018, and the 
related notes to the financial statements, which collectively comprise the basic financial statements, as 
listed in the table of contents. 

Management’s Responsibility for the Financial Statements 
Management is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of these financial statements in 
accordance with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America; this includes 
the design, implementation, and maintenance of internal control relevant to the preparation and fair 
presentation of financial statements that are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or 
error. 

Auditor’s Responsibility 
Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial statements based on our audit.  We 
conducted our audit in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United States of 
America.  Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance 
about whether the financial statements are free from material misstatement. 

An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence about the amounts and disclosures in 
the financial statements.  The procedures selected depend on the auditor’s judgment, including the 
assessment of the risks of material misstatement of the financial statements, whether due to fraud or 
error.  In making those risk assessments, the auditor considers internal control relevant to the entity’s 
preparation and fair presentation of the financial statements in order to design audit procedures that 
are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the 
effectiveness of the entity’s internal control.  Accordingly, we express no such opinion.  An audit also 
includes evaluating the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of 
significant accounting estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall presentation of 
the financial statements. 

We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for 
our audit opinion. 

Opinion 
In our opinion, the financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all material respects, the 
financial position of the Electric Fund of the City, as of June 30, 2019 and 2018, and the changes in 
financial position and cash flows thereof for the year then ended in accordance with accounting 
principles generally accepted in the United States of America.
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Emphasis of Matter 

Fund Financial Statements 
As discussed in Note 1, the financial statements present only the Electric Fund and do not purport to, 
and do not present fairly the financial position of the City, as of June 30, 2019, the changes in its 
financial position, or, where applicable, its cash flows for the year then ended in accordance with 
accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America.  Our opinion is not modified 
with respect to this matter. 

Prior Period Financial Statements 

The financial statements of the Electric Fund as of and for the year ended June 30, 2018, were audited 
by Vavrinek, Trine, Day & Co., LLP, who joined Eide Bailly LLP on July 22, 2019, and whose report dated 
March 7, 2019, expressed an unmodified opinion on those statements.  

Other Matters 

Required Supplementary Information 
Accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America require that the management’s 
discussion and analysis, information related to the schedule of proportionate share of the Electric Fund’s 
net pension liability, Electric Fund’s schedule of pension contributions, schedule of the Electric Fund’s 
proportionate share of the net OPEB liability, and the schedule of Electric Fund’s OPEB contributions be 
presented to supplement the basic financial statements. Such information, although not a part of the 
basic financial statements, is required by the Governmental Accounting Standards Board, who considers 
it to be an essential part of financial reporting for placing the basic financial statements in an 
appropriate operational, economic, or historical context. We have applied certain limited procedures to 
the required supplementary information in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in 
the United States of America, which consisted of inquiries of management about the methods of 
preparing the information and comparing the information for consistency with management’s responses 
to our inquiries, the basic financial statements, and other knowledge we obtained during our audit of 
the basic financial statements. We do not express an opinion or provide any assurance on the 
information because the limited procedures do not provide us with sufficient evidence to express an 
opinion or provide any assurance. 

Sacramento, California 
February 14, 2020 
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Management of the Roseville Electric Enterprise Fund 
(Electric Fund), a fund of the City of Roseville (City) offers 
the following overview and analysis of the financial 
statements of the Electric Fund for the fiscal year ended 
June 30, 2019.  We encourage readers to utilize the 
information presented here in conjunction with the 
accompanying basic financial statements.

Overview of the Financial Statements

The Electric Fund’s financial statements are divided into 
two sections:  1) basic financial statements, and 2) required 
supplementary information.  

Included as part of the basic financial statements are 
the Statement of Net Position, Statement of Revenues, 
Expenses and Changes in Net Position, Statement of Cash 
Flows, and notes to the financial statements. The required 
supplementary information follows the notes to the 
financial statements and includes the schedules related to 
pensions and other post-employment benefits. 

Financial Highlights

2019 compared to 2018 

The Electric Fund’s assets and deferred outflows of 
resources exceeded its liabilities and deferred inflows of 
resources by $395.4 million, an increase of $43.6 million or 
12.4% over the prior fiscal year.

Total operating revenue was $167.7 million, a decrease of 
$0.5 million or 0.3% compared to fiscal year 2018.  Total 
operating expense was $133.4 million, a decrease of $6.5 
million or 4.6%.  Operating income was $34.2 million.  
Payment in lieu of taxes of $6.5 million was paid to the City 
as a franchise fee.

2018 compared to 2017

The Electric Fund’s assets and deferred outflows of 
resources exceeded its liabilities and deferred inflows of 
resources by $351.8 million, an increase of $10.3 million or 
3.0% over the prior fiscal year.

Total operating revenue was $168.2 million, an increase 
of $2.6 million or 1.5% compared to fiscal year 2017.  Total 
operating expense was $139.9 million, a decrease of $8.7 
million or 5.9%.  Operating income was $28.3 million.  
Payment in lieu of taxes of $6.6 million was paid to the City 
as a franchise fee.

Electric Enterprise Fund
Management’s Discussion and  
Analysis June 30, 2019 
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Financial Analysis
The Statement of Net Position for the Electric Fund is as follows:

CONDENSED STATEMENT OF NET POSITION

 FY2019  FY2018  FY2017 

ASSETS

Current Assets  $245,283.5  $213,023.3  $186,663.5 

Capital Assets  429,221.6  426,886.5  424,681.6 

Non-current Assets  5,218.6  3,572.2  4,553.2 

Total Assets  679,723.7  643,482.0  615,898.3 

DEFERRED OUTFLOWS  38,498.6  34,961.3  33,630.7 

LIABILITIES

Current Liabilities  22,927.6  26,624.3  24,212.5 

Non-Current Long-term Debt  202,797.5  211,006.8  218,886.1 

Long-term Liabilities  95,684.3  84,574.8  63,791.9 

Total Liabilities  321,409.4  322,205.9  306,890.5 

DEFERRED INFLOWS  1,447.3  4,482.8  1,186.0 

NET POSITION

Net Investment in Capital Assets  225,071.0  215,284.2  205,842.7 

Restricted:

Benefit of Rate Payers  19,719.4  14,478.1  9,184.4 

Debt Service  16,099.6  16,099.6  16,099.6 

Unrestricted  134,475.7  105,892.7  110,325.7 

Total Net Position $395,365.7 $351,754.6 $341,452.4 

2019 compared to 2018

As of June 30, 2019, the Electric Fund’s total assets increased by $36.2 million or 5.6% compared to the prior year, primarily 
due to increases in unrestricted cash and investments, capital assets, net of depreciation and the investment specific to 
a joint powers agency reserve. Deferred outflows of resources increased $3.5 million primarily due to an increase in the 
accumulated fair value of hedging derivatives, offset by decreases in deferred outflows related to pensions and OPEB.

Total liabilities as of June 30, 2019 decreased by $0.8 million or 0.2% compared to the prior fiscal year. This was due to 
increases in the net pension and OPEB liability, derivative at fair value- liability, offset by decreases in unearned revenue, 
certificates of participation and revenue bonds, and unamortized bonds. Deferred inflows of resources decreased by $3.0 
million related to OPEB and pensions.

2018 compared to 2017

As of June 30, 2018, the Electric Fund’s total assets increased by $27.6 million or 4.5% compared to the prior year, primarily 
due to increases in unrestricted cash and investments and capital assets, net of depreciation. These increases were partially 
offset by a reduction in non-current assets specific to a joint powers agency reserve adjustment. Deferred outflows of 
resources increased $1.3 million primarily due to an increase of $7.0 million in deferred outflows related to pensions and 
OPEB, offset by $5.2 million in the accumulated decrease in fair value of hedging derivatives.
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2018 compared to 2017 (Continued)

Total liabilities as of June 30, 2018 increased by $15.3 million or 5.0% compared to the prior fiscal year. This was due to 
increases in the net pension and OPEB liability of $26.1 million, offset by decreases in the derivative at fair value liability, 
certificates of participation and revenue bonds, and unamortized bonds. Deferred inflows of resources increased by $3.3 
million related to OPEB and pensions.

For the Fiscal Year ended June 30, 2018, the City of Roseville implemented GASB 75, which required the reporting of our 
net OPEB liability. Accordingly, the Electric Fund’s cumulative OPEB increase in liabilities totaled $19 million.

The Statement of Revenues, Expenses, and Changes in Net Position for the Electric Fund is as follows:

CONDENSED STATEMENT OF REVENUES, EXPENSES, AND CHANGES IN NET POSITION

 FY2019  FY2018  FY2017 

OPERATING REVENUE

Sales Revenue $160,076.1 $162,501.7 $161,514.6 

Other Operating Revenue  7,613.3  5,735.1  4,169.3 

Total Operating Revenue  167,689.4  168,236.8  165,683.9 

OPERATING EXPENSES

Production and Purchased Power  62,588.8  73,166.0  80,694.8 

Transmission & Distribution  22,065.6  19,850.9  22,900.2 

Customer Accounts, Administrative and General  25,906.0  24,270.5  20,901.5 

Depreciation  22,881.8  22,645.3  24,153.2 

Total Operating Expenses  133,442.2  139,932.7  148,649.7 

Operating Income  34,247.2  28,304.1  17,034.2 

NON-OPERATING REVENUES (EXPENSES)

Interest Expense  (8,642.7)  (9,757.1)  (9,833.8)

Payment in Lieu of Taxes  (6,476.4)  (6,647.6)  (6,374.5)

Investments, Amortization & Loss from Sale of Property  8,770.5  (819.5)  1,206.1 

Total Non-operating Revenues (Expenses)  (6,348.6)  (17,224.2)  (15,002.2)

Income before Capital Contributions and Transfers  27,898.5  11,079.9  2,032.0 

CONTRIBUTIONS AND TRANSFERS

Capital Contributions  16,356.5  19,481.8  13,338.1 

Transfers in/out from/to City  (644.0)  (1,418.5)  7,085.6 

Total Contributions and Transfers  15,712.5  18,063.3  20,423.7 

Change in Net Position  43,611.0  29,143.2  22,455.7 

Net Position, Beginning (restated)  351,754.6  322,611.4  318,996.7 

Net Position, Ending $395,365.7 $351,754.6 $341,452.4 
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2019 compared to 2018 

The Electric Fund’s operating revenue was $167.7 million, 
a decrease of $0.5 million or 0.3% compared to the 
prior fiscal year. Sales revenue decreased by $2.4 million 
or 1.5% primarily due to reduced customer usage. Of 
the approximate $160.1 million total sales revenue, 
$89.3 million was related to commercial customers and 
$69.4 million to residential customers. Other operating 
revenues increased by $1.9 million, largely due to revenue 
from mutual aid reimbursements and greenhouse gas 
allowance auctions.

Total operating expenses were $133.4 million, a decrease 
of $6.5 million or 4.6% over the prior fiscal year, primarily 
due to lower purchased power costs. Total production 
and purchased power expense was $62.6 million, which 
represented 47.0% of operating expenses. Administrative 
and general expense amounted to $18.0 million, an 
increase of $2.2 million or 13.8% over the prior fiscal year 
mainly due to salaries. Customer Accounts and Public 
Benefits expense was $7.9 million, which represented 6.0% 
of operating costs. 

Depreciation expense was $22.9 million, an increase of 
$0.2 million or 1.0% over the prior fiscal year.

Consistent with the City Charter, the Utility may pay an in 
lieu franchise fee not to exceed 4% of expenses to the City 
General Fund as a Payment in Lieu of Taxes. This franchise 
fee transfer was $6.5 million for FY2019, a decrease of $0.1 
million or 2.6% compared to the prior fiscal year.

Investment earnings, including the net change in fair 
value of investments, were $8.8 million, an increase of 
$9.6 million due to $5.9 million increase in the fair value 
of pooled investments, $1.1 million increase in interest 
revenue and $2.6 million increase in NCPA project reserves.

Total capital contributions received was $16.4 million, 
a decrease of $3.1 million or 16.0%, primarily due to 
one-time transfers from other city funds from the 
prior fiscal year.

Transfers out of the Electric Fund to the City for general 
rehabilitation projects were $0.6 million.
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2018 compared to 2017

The Electric Fund’s operating revenue was $168.2 million, 
an increase of $2.6 million or 1.5% compared to the prior 
fiscal year. Sales revenue increased by $1.0 million or 0.6% 
primarily due to customer growth. Of the approximate 
$162.5 million total sales revenue, $91.2 million was 
related to commercial customers and $70.9 million to 
residential customers. Other operating revenues increased 
by $1.6 million, largely due to revenue from greenhouse 
gas allowance auctions.

Total operating expenses were $139.9 million, a decrease 
of $8.7 million or 5.9% over the prior fiscal year, primarily 
due to less maintenance of distribution infrastructure. 
Total production and purchased power expense was $73.2 
million, which represented 52.0% of operating expenses. 
Administrative and general expense amounted to $15.8 
million, an increase of $3.3 million or 26.8% over the prior 
fiscal year mainly due to amounts related to pensions. 
Customer Accounts and Public Benefits expense was $8.5 
million, which represented 6.0% of operating costs.

Depreciation expense was $22.6 million, a decrease of $1.5 
million or 6.2% over the prior fiscal year, primarily due to 
a one time increase in vehicles in the prior fiscal year that 
stabilized in the current fiscal year.

Consistent with the City Charter, the Utility may pay an in 
lieu franchise fee not to exceed 4% of expenses to the City 
General Fund as a Payment in Lieu of Taxes. This franchise 
fee transfer was $6.6 million for FY2018, an increase of $0.3 
million or 4.3% compared to the prior fiscal year.

Investment earnings, including the net change in fair value 
of investments, decreased $2.0 million or - 167.0% mainly 
due to a decrease in the fair value of pooled investments.

Total capital contributions received was $19.5 million, 
an increase of $6.1 million or 45.6%, primarily due 
to increased development activity and one-time 
transfers from other city funds for traffic signals and 
construction in progress.

Transfers out of the Electric Fund to the City for general 
rehabilitation projects were $1.4 million.
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Capital Assets

CAPITAL ASSETS
FY2019  FY2018  FY2017 

Land  $4,706.9  $4,706.9  $4,373.7 

Buildings & 
Improvements  15,687.3  16,542.3  16,519.9 

Equipment & Vehicles  18,310.2  18,397.7  13,521.2 

Traffic Signals  71,660.4  52,593.7  50,106.0 

Plant and Substations  81,215.8  77,826.7  71,551.2 

Distribution  319,481.7  326,202.5  312,075.3 

Generation  203,721.5  203,074.9  202,826.5 

Construction in 
Progress  14,393.5  6,909.1  12,125.5 

Less:  Accumulated 
Depreciation  (299,955.6)  (279,367.3)  (258,417.7)

Capital Assets, Net  $429,221.7  $426,886.5  $424,681.6 

2019 compared to 2018

As of June 30, 2019, the Electric Fund’s net utility plant and 
equipment, which includes investments in land, buildings, 
production and distribution facilities, and general items 
such as equipment and furniture, was $429.2 million, an 
increase of $2.3 million or 0.6% over the prior fiscal year.

2018 compared to 2017

As of June 30, 2018, the Electric Fund’s net utility plant and 
equipment, which includes investments in land, buildings, 
production and distribution facilities, and general items 
such as equipment and furniture, was $426.9 million, an 
increase of $2.2 million or 0.5% over the prior fiscal year.

Debt Administration

LONG-TERM DEBT
 FY2019  FY2018  FY2017 

Certificates of Participation  $91,237.5  $93,050.0  $94,807.4 

Revenue Bonds  119,020.0  125,086.8  130,993.7 

Total Long-Term Debt
 

210,257.5 
 

218,136.8 
 

225,801.1 

Current Portion of  
Long-Term Debt  7,460.0  7,130.0  6,915.0 

2019 compared to 2018

Total long-term debt, net of unamortized premium of 
$9.7 million, was $210.3 million at the end of FY2019. This 
represents a decrease of $7.9 million or 3.6% compared to 
the prior fiscal year. The current long-term debt due within 
a year was $7.5 million and non-current long-term debt 
was $202.8 million. The debt is backed by the revenue 
of the Utility.

The Utility maintains a debt service coverage ratio that 
exceeds the current provisions in the bond indenture 
document. This debt service coverage ratio is a measure of 
the adequacy of cash to pay debt service. The Utility must 
maintain debt coverage of 1.1 as required by the bond 
indenture, however the City has an internal policy for the 
Utility to maintain a debt coverage of 2.0. As of June 30, 
2019, the Utility had debt coverage of 4.15.

Interest rates on outstanding debt range from 
1.03% to 5.25%.

2018 compared to 2017

Total long-term debt, net of unamortized premium of 
$10.4 million, was $218.1 million at the end of FY2018. This 
represents a decrease of $7.7 million or 3.4% compared to 
the prior fiscal year. The current long-term debt due within 
a year was $7.1 million and non-current long-term debt 
was $211.0 million. The debt is backed by the revenue 
of the Utility.

The Utility maintains a debt service coverage ratio that 
exceeds the current provisions in the bond indenture 
document. This debt service coverage ratio is a measure of 
the adequacy of cash to pay debt service. The Utility must 
maintain debt coverage of 1.1 as required by the bond 
indenture, however the City has an internal policy for the 
Utility to maintain a debt coverage of 2.0. As of June 30, 
2018, the Utility had debt coverage of 3.16.

Interest rates on outstanding debt range from 
1.03% to 5.25%.
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Economic Condition, Outlook  
and Activity
The Electric Fund’s Residential and commercial customer 
count increased 1.9% over the prior fiscal year while total 
retail electric energy sales decreased 3.03%, to 1.1 million 
megawatt hours.  Revenue was down correspondingly.  

During the year, the Electric Fund was upgraded to an 
“AA” rating by Standard and Poor’s Global Ratings.  Fitch, 
Inc. rating was “AA-” and Moody’s Investors Service rating 
was A1 stable.  

The revenue to expense outlook for the next several years 
forecasts revenues meeting expenses. New development 
will continue to add residential and commercial customers 
to the service territory. Issues that may impact future rates 
include state and federal mandates related to renewable 
energy and environmental concerns as well as increasing 
distributed generation and energy efficiency programs 
throughout the customer base.

Requests for Information
This financial report is designed to provide a general 
overview of the Electric Fund’s finances.  Questions 
concerning information provided in this report should be 
addressed to the Financial Administrator, Roseville Electric, 
2090 Hilltop Circle, Roseville, California 95747.
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CITY OF ROSEVILLE ELECTRIC ENTERPRISE FUND 
PROPRIETARY FUND
STATEMENTS OF NET POSITION JUNE 30, 2019 AND 2018

ASSETS

CURRENT ASSETS: 2019 2018

Cash and investments in City Treasury  $190,378,181  $160,909,670 

Restricted cash and investments with fiscal agent  16,930,221  16,546,046 

Accounts receivable, net of allowance for doubtful accounts  20,504,433  20,861,252 

Accrued interest  1,059,797  851,461 

Prepaid expenses  4,690,832  2,560,206 

Inventories  11,720,060  11,294,704 

Total Current Assets  245,283,524  213,023,339 

NON-CURRENT ASSETS:

Capital asset, not being depreciated  19,100,441  11,616,011 

Capital assets being depreciated  710,076,819  694,637,791 

Less: accumulated depreciation  (299,955,620)  (279,367,326)

Total Capital Assets  429,221,640  426,886,476 

Investments in NCPA reserves  5,218,609  3,572,168 

Total Non-Current Assets  434,440,249  430,458,644 

Total Assets  679,723,773  643,481,983 

DEFERRED OUTFLOWS OF RESOURCES

Deferred amount on refunding  6,106,812  6,534,542 

Accumulated decrease in fair value of hedging derivatives  16,139,162  11,041,086 

Deferred outlows related to OPEB  1,195,000  1,111,000 

Deferred outlows related to pensions  15,057,636  16,274,644 

Total Deferred Outflows of Resources  38,498,610  34,961,272

See accompanying notes to the financial statements
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CITY OF ROSEVILLE ELECTRIC ENTERPRISE FUND 
PROPRIETARY FUND
STATEMENTS OF NET POSITION JUNE 30, 2019 AND 2018

LIABILITIES

CURRENT LIABILITIES: 2019 2018

Accounts payable and accrued payroll  7,824,150  9,707,802 

Accrued liabilities  1,079,710  554,163 

Current portion of compensated absences  1,634,303  1,422,980 

Current portion of long-term debt  7,460,000  7,130,000 

Interest payable  2,219,752  2,333,563 

Customer deposits  2,661,839  2,281,152 

Unearned revenue  47,869  3,194,645 

Total Current Liabilities  22,927,623  26,624,305 

LONG-TERM LIABILITIES:

Certificates of participation and revenue bonds, due in more than one year  202,797,486 211,006,805 

Compensated absences  2,452,123  2,317,161 

Derivative at fair value - liability  16,139,162 11,041,086 

Net OPEB liability  18,900,000  15,897,000 

Net pension liability  58,193,004  55,319,523 

Total Long-term Liabilities  298,481,775  295,581,575 

Total Liabilities  321,409,398  322,205,880 

DEFERRED INFLOWS OF RESOURCES

Deferred inflows related to OPEB  -    $3,119,000 

Deferred inflows related to pensions  1,447,263  1,363,763 

Total Deferred Inflows of Resources  1,447,263  4,482,763 

NET POSITION

Net investment in capital assets  225,070,966  215,284,213 

Restricted for the benefit of rate payers  19,719,400  14,478,131 

Restricted for debt service  16,099,600  16,099,600 

Unrestricted  134,475,756  105,892,668 

Total Net Position  $395,365,722  $351,754,612 

See accompanying notes to the financial statements
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CITY OF ROSEVILLE ELECTRIC ENTERPRISE FUND 
PROPRIETARY FUND
STATEMENTS OF REVENUE, EXPENSES AND CHANGES IN FUND NET POSITION 
FOR THE YEARS ENDED JUNE 30, 2019 AND 2018

OPERATING REVENUES 2019  2018

Residential sales  $69,401,131  $70,946,274 

Commercial and industrial sales  89,345,695  91,201,356 

Other sales  1,329,269  354,068 

Other operating revenues  7,613,336  5,735,055 

Total Operating Revenues  167,689,431  168,236,753 

OPERATING EXPENSES

Production and purchased power  62,588,794  73,166,002 

Transmission & distribution  7,637,635  6,075,245 

Distribution - operations  4,915,404  3,532,893 

Distribution - maintenance  9,512,543  10,242,777 

Customer accounts, service and informational  3,336,120  3,699,216 

Public benefits and administrative and general  22,569,945  20,571,241 

Depreciation  22,881,811  22,645,284 

Total Operating Expenses  133,442,252  139,932,658 

Operating Income  34,247,179  28,304,095 

NONOPERATING REVENUES (EXPENSES):

Payment in lieu of taxes (franchise transfer)  (6,476,371)  (6,647,583)

Decrease in value of certain NCPA projects and reserves  1,646,441  (981,076)

Investment income  7,355,328  336,679 

Interest expense and fiscal charges  (8,642,738)  (9,757,115)

Loss from sale of property  (552,832)  (496,657)

Amortization of loss on refunding  321,588  321,588 

Total Non-operating Revenues (Expenses)  (6,348,584)  (17,224,164)

Income before Capital Contributions and Transfers  27,898,595  11,079,931 

See accompanying notes to the financial statements
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CITY OF ROSEVILLE ELECTRIC ENTERPRISE FUND 
PROPRIETARY FUND
STATEMENTS OF REVENUE, EXPENSES AND CHANGES IN FUND NET POSITION 
FOR THE YEARS ENDED JUNE 30, 2019 AND 2018 (CONTINUED)

CONTRIBUTIONS AND TRANSFERS: 2019 2018

Capital contributions-connection/impact fees  1,277,446  1,901,491 

Contributions in aid of construction  7,324,233  4,359,161 

Capital contributions from developers and governmental activities  7,754,796  13,221,161 

Transfer in - contributions from the City  90,383  32,802 

Transfers out to the City  (734,343)  (1,451,316)

Total Contributions and Transfers  15,712,515  18,063,299 

Change in net position  43,611,110  29,143,230 

Net position, beginning as restated  351,754,612  322,611,382 

Net position, ending  $395,365,722  $351,754,612 

See accompanying notes to the financial statements
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CITY OF ROSEVILLE ELECTRIC ENTERPRISE FUND 
PROPRIETARY FUND
STATEMENTS OF CASH FLOWS FOR THE YEARS ENDED  
IN JUNE 30, 2019 AND 2018

CASH FLOW FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES 2019 2018

Receipts from customers  $156,581,038  $164,101,990 

Payments to suppliers  (84,071,432)  (89,722,595)

Payments to employees  (26,519,948)  (24,114,870)

Other receipts  9,136,248  6,159,675 

Net cash provided by operating activities  55,125,906  56,424,200 

CASH FLOWS FROM NONCAPITAL FINANCING ACTIVITIES

Franchise Transfer  (6,476,371)  (6,647,583)

Transfers in  90,383  32,802 

Transfers (out)  (734,343)  (1,451,318)

Net cash used for non capital financing activities  (7,120,331)  (8,066,099)

CASH FLOWS FROM CAPITAL AND RELATED FINANCING ACTIVITIES

Capital contributions  7,324,233  4,359,161 

Acquisitions and construction of capital assets, net  (17,325,390)  (11,998,056)

Proceeds from sale of capital assets  59,698  71,687 

Change in restricted assets  (384,175)  (184,196)

Principal payments on capital debt  (7,879,319)  (7,664,318)

Interest paid on capital debt  (8,756,549)  (8,927,831)

Connection fees received  1,277,446  1,901,491 

Net cash used for financing activities  (25,684,056)  (22,442,062)

CASH FLOWS FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES

Interest and dividends (paid) received  7,146,992  76,354 

Net increase in cash and cash equivalents  29,468,511  25,992,393 

Cash and investments at beginning of period  160,909,670  134,917,277 

Cash and investments at end of period  $190,378,181  160,909,670 

See accompanying notes to the financial statements
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CITY OF ROSEVILLE ELECTRIC ENTERPRISE FUND 
PROPRIETARY FUND
STATEMENTS OF CASH FLOWS FOR THE YEARS ENDED  
IN JUNE 30, 2019 AND 2018

RECONCILIATION OF OPERATING INCOME TO NET CASH PROVIDED BY OPERATING ACTIVITIES 2019     2018

Operating income  $34,247,179  28,304,095 

Adjustments to reconcile operating income to net cash provided by (used for) operating activities:

Depreciation  22,881,811  22,645,284 

OPEB expense  (200,000)  (386,000)

Pension expense  4,173,988  4,469,941 

Change in assets and liabilities:

Receivables, net  435,956  770,792 

Inventories  (425,356)  (503,260)

Prepaids  (2,130,626)  (176,644)

Accounts and other payable  (710,270)  92,875 

Unearned revenue  (3,146,776)  1,207,117 

Net cash provided by (used for) operating activities  $55,125,906  $56,424,200 

SCHEDULE OF NONCASH CAPITAL AND RELATED FINANCING ACTIVITIES:

Contribution of capital assets from developers  $7,119,408  $9,408,911 

Capital assets transferred from governmental activities  $635,388  $3,812,250 

Amortization of bond premium  $749,319  $749,318 

Amortization of deferred amount on refunding  $427,730  $427,731 

See accompanying notes to the financial statements
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A. General

The Electric Enterprise Fund (Electric Fund) is a fund of the 
City of Roseville (City) that owns and operates the electric 
systems and provides these services to the businesses and 
residents of the City.  The Electric Fund is under the policy 
control of the City Council.  The accompanying financial 
statements only reflect the activity of the Electric Fund as 
it does not have any component units.  The Electric Fund 
is an integral part of the City and its financial statements 
are included in the basic financial statements of the City.  
These financial statements do not purport to, and do 
not represent the financial position, changes in financial 
position, and where applicable, cash flows of the City.

B. Basis of Presentation

The Financial Statements of the Electric Fund are 
prepared in conformity with accounting principles 
generally accepted in the United States of America.  The 
Governmental Accounting Standards Board (GASB) is the 
acknowledged standard setting body for establishing 
accounting and financial reporting standards followed by 
governmental entities in the United States of America.

The accounting records of the Electric Fund are also 
substantially in conformity with the Uniform System of 
Accounts prescribed by the Federal Energy Regulatory 
Commission (FERC).  The Electric Fund operating revenues, 
such as charges for services, result from exchange 
transactions associated with the principle activity of the 
fund.  Exchange transactions are those in which each 
party receives and gives up essentially equal values.  
Nonoperating revenues, such as subsidies and investment 
earnings, result from non-exchange transactions or 
ancillary activities.

Operating expenses includes expenses reflected by the 
City as transfers related pension and benefits and other 
indirect cost transfers.

C. Basis of Accounting

The Electric Fund is accounted for as an enterprise fund 
(proprietary fund type).  A fund is an accounting entity 
with a self-balancing set of accounts established to record 
the financial position and results of operations of a specific 
governmental activity.  The activities of enterprise funds 
closely resemble those of the private sector in which the 
purpose is to conserve and add to economic resources.  
Enterprise funds account for operations that provide 
services on a continuous basis and are substantially 
financed by revenues derived from user charges.

The financial statements are reported using the economic 
resources measurement focus and the full accrual basis 
of accounting.  Revenues are recorded when earned and 
expenses are recorded at the time liabilities are incurred, 
regardless of when the related cash flows take place.

The Electric Fund may fund programs with a combination 
of cost-reimbursement grants, categorical block grants, 
and general revenues.  Thus, both restricted and 
unrestricted net position may be available to finance 
program expenses.  The City’s policy is to first apply 
restricted grant resources to such programs, followed by 
general revenues if necessary.

D. Cash and Cash Equivalents 

Cash and investments with original maturities of three 
months or less are treated as cash and cash equivalents for 
purpose of preparing the statements of cash flows.  Also, 
the Electric Fund’s portion of the City’s overall cash and 
investment pool is treated as cash and equivalents since 
these amounts are in substance demand deposits.  Further 
information related to the City’s cash and investment 
pool can be found in the City’s Comprehensive Annual 
Financial Report (CAFR).

NOTE 1—SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT 
ACCOUNTING POLICIES
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NOTE 1—SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT  
ACCOUNTING POLICIES (CONTINUED)
E. Joint Powers Authorities

The Electric Fund records its equity in the general 
operating reserve of the Northern California Power 
Agency (NCPA), and its net equity in those projects in 
which it participates, as discussed in Note 7.  The Electric 
Fund’s share of individual project obligations has been 
netted against its share of the related project assets, as 
reported by NCPA, because the Electric Fund does not 
actively manage these projects and does not expect to 
become directly liable for any of the obligations of these 
projects.  Amounts paid to the Transmission Agency 
of Northern California (TANC) are expensed currently 
because the Electric Fund’s estimated equity, if any, in 
TANC is not material.  Amounts paid to the California Joint 
Powers Risk Management and the Local Agency Workers 
Compensation Excess Joint Powers Authority are charged 
currently to insurance expense, as discussed in Note 8.

F. Prepaids

Certain payments to vendors reflect costs applicable to 
future fiscal years and are recorded as prepaid items in the 
financial statements.

G. Inventories

Inventories are valued at cost, using the weighted-average 
method and consist primarily of merchandise held for 
internal consumption.

H. Deferred Outflows/Inflows of Resources

In addition to assets, the statement of net position will 
sometimes report a separate section for deferred outflows 
of resources.  This separate financial statement element, 
deferred outflows of resources, represents a consumption 
of net position that applies to a future period(s) and so will 
not be recognized as an outflow of resources (expense) 
until then.  The deferred charge on refunding reported in 
the statement of net position results from the difference in 
the carrying value of refunded debt and its reacquisition 
price.  This amount is deferred and amortized over the 
shorter of the life of the refunded or refunding debt.  
The accumulated decrease in the fair value of hedging 
derivatives is equal to the fair value of the associated 
derivative instrument liability so long as the instrument 
is deemed effective.  The deferred outflows related to 
pensions are described in Note 5. The deferred outflows 
related to other postemployment benefits (OPEB) are 
described in Note 6. 

In addition to liabilities, the statement of net position will 
sometimes report a separate section for deferred inflows 
of resources.  This separate financial statement element, 
deferred inflows of resources, represents an acquisition 
of net position or fund balance that applies to a future 
period(s) and so will not be recognized as an inflow of 
resources (revenue) until that time.  The deferred inflows 
related to pensions are described in Note 5. The deferred 
inflows related to OPEB are described in Note 6.

I. Deposits from Customers

Deposits from Customers may be required by the Electric 
Fund from commercial and residential customers when 
they establish their account as specified in section 
14.04.030 of the City of Roseville Municipal Code.  
Significant customer deposits may be held in the form of 
certificates of deposit in the Electric Fund’s name with the 
interest paid to the customer.
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J. Compensated Absences

Compensated Absences including accumulated unpaid 
vacation, sick pay and other employee benefits are 
accounted for as expenses in the year earned.

Changes in compensated absences payable consist of 
the following:

Beginning Balance  $3,740,141 

Additions  1,980,588 

Payments  (1,634,303)

Ending Balance  $4,086,426 

Current Portion  $1,634,303 

K. Revenue Recognition

Revenues are recognized based on cycle billings rendered 
to customers.  All residential and commercial utility 
customers are billed once per month.  There are twenty-
three billing cycles per month which include all types 
of customers, based on their location within the City. 
Revenues for services provided but not billed at the end of 
a fiscal year are accrued.

Contributions of cash or assets to proprietary funds from 
state and federal agencies, developers and others are 
recorded as revenue when earned.

L. Classification of Revenues

Operating revenues consist mainly of electric sales.  
Operating revenues are used to finance the cost 
of operations, including the cost of delivering and 
providing services, maintenance and recurring capital 
replacement.  All other revenues and expenses not 
meeting this definition are reported as non-operating 
revenues and expenses.

M. Operating Expense

Operating expenses include expenses reflected by the 
City as related to rent payments, meter reading, billing, 
customer service, and other indirect cost transfers.

N. Allocation and Capitalization of Operating 
Overhead Expenses and General and 
Administrative Costs

The allocation of operating overhead expenses and 
general and administrative costs to capital projects, as well 
as FERC distribution and maintenance operating expenses, 
was based on a comprehensive analysis and study 
prepared by the City’s staff.  This analysis and allocation 
process is conducted annually in conformance with the 
generally accepted electric utility accounting practices 
within the Uniform System of Accounts (USOA) prescribed 
by FERC and utility accounting guides published by the 
American Public Power Association (APPA) regarding job 
costing and utility accounting.

The process of allocating and capitalizing operating 
overhead expenses and general and administrative costs 
was implemented to allow the Electric Fund Financial 
Statements to reflect a chart of accounts consistent with 
industry standards, provide more accurate operation and 
maintenance costs, and track the total actual costs of 
electric capital assets.

O. Use of Estimates

The preparation of financial statements in conformity with 
generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP) requires 
management to make estimates and assumptions that 
affect the reported amounts of assets and liabilities and 
disclosure of contingent assets and liabilities at the date 
of the financial statements and the reported amounts 
of revenues and expenses during the reporting period.  
Actual results could differ from those estimates.

NOTE 1—SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT  
ACCOUNTING POLICIES (CONTINUED)
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NOTE 1—SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT  
ACCOUNTING POLICIES (CONTINUED)
P. Fair Value Measurements

The Electric Fund categorizes the fair value measurements 
of its investments based on the hierarchy established by 
GAAP.  The fair value hierarchy, which has three levels, 
is based on the valuation inputs used to measure an 
asset’s fair value: Level 1 inputs are quoted prices in active 
markets for identical assets; Level 2 inputs are significant 
other observable inputs; Level 3 inputs are significant 
unobservable inputs.

Q. Pensions

For purposes of measuring the net pension liability, 
deferred outflows of resources and deferred inflows 
of resources related to pension, and pension expense, 
information about the fiduciary net position of the City’s 
California Public Employees Retirement System (CalPERS) 
plan and additions to/deductions from the plan’s fiduciary 
net position have been determined on the same basis as 
they are reported by CalPERS.  For this purpose, benefit 
payments (including refunds of employee contributions) 
are recognized when due and payable in accordance with 
the benefit terms.  Investments are reported at fair value.

R. Postemployment Benefits Other Than 
Pensions (OPEB)

For purposes of measuring the net OPEB liability, deferred 
outflows of resources and deferred inflows of resources 
related to OPEB, and OPEB expense, information about 
the fiduciary net position of the City’s OPEB Plan (Plan) 
and additions to/deductions from the Plan’s fiduciary 
net position have been determined on the same basis as 
they are reported by the Plan.  For this purpose, benefit 
payments (including refunds of employee contributions) 
are recognized when due and payable in accordance with 
the benefit terms.  Investments are reported at fair value, 
except for money market investments and participating 
interest-earning investment contracts that have a maturity 
at the time of purchase of one year or less, which are 
reported at cost. 

S. Capital Asset Policies

All capital assets are valued at historical cost or estimated 
historical cost if actual historical cost is not available.  
Contributed capital assets are valued at their estimated 
acquisition value on the date contributed.

Capital assets with limited useful lives are depreciated over 
their estimated useful lives.  The purpose of depreciation 
is to spread the cost of capital assets equitably among all 
users over the life of these assets.  The amount charged to 
depreciation expense each year represents that year’s pro 
rata share of the cost of capital assets.

Depreciation is provided using the straight-line method 
which means the cost of the asset is divided by its 
expected useful life in years and the result is charged to 
expense each year until the asset is fully depreciated.  
The Electric Fund has assigned the useful lives and 
capitalization thresholds listed below to capital assets:

USEFUL LIVES
CAPITALIZATION 

THRESHOLDS

Buildings 20 - 40 years  no threshold 

Improvements 40 years  no threshold 

Equipment 3 - 20 years              $5,000 

Plants and 
Substations 10 - 120 years  no threshold 

Distribution System 7 - 100 years  no threshold 

Electric Generation 10 - 40 years  no threshold 

Traffic signals 20 years  no threshold

Landscaping 12 years no threshold

Major outlays for capital assets and improvements are 
capitalized as projects are constructed.
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T. New Accounting Pronouncements

NEW PRONOUNCEMENTS

GASB Statement No. 83 – In November 2016, the 
GASB issued Statement No. 83, Certain Asset Retirement 
Obligations. The objective of this Statement is to provide 
financial statement users with information about asset 
retirement obligations that were not addressed in GASB 
Standards by establishing uniform accounting and 
financial reporting requirements for these obligations. This 
Statement is effective for reporting periods beginning 
after June 15, 2018. The City has implemented this 
Statement effective July 1, 2018. 

GASB Statement No. 88 – In March 2018, the GASB 
issued Statement No. 88, Certain Disclosures Related to 
Debt, including Direct Borrowings and Direct Placements.  
The objective of this Statement is to improve consistency 
in the information that is disclosed in the notes to 
government financial statements related to debt, 
including direct borrowings and direct placements, and to 
provide financial statements users with additional essential 
information about debt. This Statement is effective for 
reporting periods beginning June 15, 2018. The City has 
implemented this Statement effective July 1, 2018.

EFFECTIVE IN FUTURE FISCAL YEARS

GASB Statement No. 84 – In January 2017, GASB issued 
Statement No. 84, Fiduciary Activities. The objective of 
this statement is to improve guidance regarding the 
identification of fiduciary activities for accounting and 
reporting purposes and how those activities should be 
reported. The requirements of this statement are effective 
for reporting periods beginning after December 15, 
2018. The Authority has not determined the effect on the 
financial statements.

GASB Statement No. 87 – In June 2017, GASB issued 
Statement No. 87, Leases.  The objective of this Statement 
is to better meet the information needs of financial 
statement users by improving accounting and financial 
reporting for leases; enhancing the comparability of 
financial statements between governments; and also 
enhancing the relevance, reliability (representational 
faithfulness), and consistency of information about the 
leasing activities of governments.  This Statement is 
effective for reporting periods beginning after December 
15, 2019. The Authority has not determined the effect on 
the financial statements.

GASB Statement No. 89 – In June 2018, the GASB issued 
Statement No. 89, Accounting for Interest Cost Incurred 
Before the End of a Construction Period. The objectives 
of this Statement are (a) to enhance the relevance and 
comparability of information about capital assets and the 
cost of borrowing for a reporting period and (b) to simplify 
accounting for certain interest costs. This Statement is 
effective for reporting periods beginning after December 
15, 2019. The City has not determined the effect on the 
Electric Fund’s financial statements.  

GASB Statement No. 90 – In September 2018, the 
GASB used Statement No. 90, Majority Equity Interests, 
an amendment of GASB Statements No. 14 and No. 
61.  The objectives of this Statement are to improve 
the consistency and comparability of reporting a 
government’s majority equity interest in a legally separate 
organization and to improve the relevance of financial 
statements information for certain component units. The 
Statement is effective for reporting periods beginning 
after December 15, 2018. The City has not determined the 
effect on the Electric Fund’s financial statements. 

NOTE 1—SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT  
ACCOUNTING POLICIES (CONTINUED)
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NOTE 1—SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT  
ACCOUNTING POLICIES (CONTINUED)
GASB Statement No. 91 – In May 2019, GASB issued 
Statement No. 91, Conduit Debt Obligations. The 
objectives of this statement are to provide a single 
method of reporting conduit debt obligations by issuers 
and eliminate diversity in practice associated with (1) 
commitments extended by issuers, (2) arrangements 
associated with conduit debt obligations, and (3) related 
note disclosures. The requirements of this statement are 
effective for reporting periods beginning after December 
15, 2020. The Authority has not determined the effect on 
the financial statements.

U. Net Position

Net position is the excess of all the Electric Fund’s assets 
and deferred outflows of resources over all its liabilities 
and deferred inflows of resources. Net position is classified 
into the captions below:

Net Investment in Capital Assets describes the portion of 
net position which is represented by the current net book 
value of the Electric Fund’s capital assets less accumulated 
depreciation and less the outstanding balance of any debt 
issued to finance these assets.

Restricted describes the portion of net position which 
is restricted as to use by the terms and conditions 
of agreements with outside parties, governmental 
regulations, laws enabling legislation, or other restrictions 
which the Electric Fund cannot unilaterally alter.

Unrestricted describes the portion of net position which is 
not restricted to use.
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NOTE 2—CAPITAL ASSETS

Capital assets at June 30 are comprised of:

BALANCE AT 
JUNE 30, 2018 ADDITIONS RETIREMENTS TRANSFERS

BALANCE AT 
JUNE 30, 2019

CAPITAL ASSETS, NOT BEING DEPRECIATED:

Land  $4,706,913 $- $- $-  $4,706,913 

Construction in progress  6,909,098  16,881,525  -  (9,397,095)  14,393,528 

Total Capital Assets Not Being Depreciated  11,616,011  16,881,525  -  (9,397,095)  19,100,441 

CAPITAL ASSETS, BEING DEPRECIATED

Buildings  13,463,751  -  -  56,406  13,520,157 

Improvements  2,528,574  -  (1,060,646)  149,219  1,617,147 

Vehicles and equipment  18,397,727  340,819  (888,720)  460,357  18,310,183 

Landscaping  550,000  -  -  -  550,000 

Traffic signals  52,593,732  684,318  (8,130)  18,390,471  71,660,391 

Plant and substations  77,826,686  -  (259,695)  3,648,765  81,215,756 

Distribution  326,202,456  7,922,843  (718,208)  (13,925,437)  319,481,654 

Generation  203,074,865  -  -  646,666  203,721,531 

Total Capital Assets Being Depreciated  694,637,791  8,947,980  (2,935,399)  9,426,447  710,076,819 

LESS ACCUMULATED DEPRECIATION FOR:

Buildings  (5,510,734)  (339,856)  -  (30,916)  (5,881,506)

Improvements  (1,120,115)  (69,031)  689,420  (57,822)  (557,548)

Vehicles and equipment  (8,758,774)  (1,638,903)  888,720  240,951  (9,268,006)

Landscaping  (550,000)  -  -  -  (550,000)

Traffic signals  (29,704,646)  (2,461,736)  8,130  (7,650,887)  (39,809,139)

Plant substations  (26,763,011)  (2,072,932)  94,771  (94,223)  (28,835,395)

Distribution  (96,070,866)  (5,491,363)  641,828  7,629,548  (93,290,853)

Generation  (110,889,180)  (10,807,990)  -  (66,003)  (121,763,173)

Total Accumulated Depreciation  (279,367,326)  (22,881,811)  2,322,869  (29,352)  (299,955,620)

Net Capital Assets Being Depreciated  415,270,465  (13,933,831)  (612,530)  9,397,095  410,121,199 

Capital Assets, Net  $426,886,476  $2,947,694  $(612,530) $-  $429,221,640 
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The City pools cash from all sources and all funds, except 
certain specific investments within funds and cash with 
fiscal agents, so that it can be invested at the maximum 
yield, consistent with safety and liquidity, while individual 
funds can make expenditures at any time.

The City and its fiscal agents invest in individual 
investments and in investment pools.  Individual 
investments are evidenced by specific identifiable 
pieces of paper called securities instruments, or by an 
electronic entry registering the owner in the records of 
the institution issuing the security, called the book entry 
system.  Individual investments are generally made by 
the City’s fiscal agents as required under its debt issues.  
In order to maximize security, the City employs the 
Trust Department of a bank as the custodian of all City 
managed investments, regardless of their form.

The City’s investments of the Electric Fund are carried at 
fair value, as required by generally accepted accounting 
principles.  The City adjusts the carrying value of its 
investments to reflect their fair value at each fiscal year 
end, and it includes the effects of these adjustments in 
income for that fiscal year.

A. Classification

Cash and investments of the Electric Fund are classified 
in the financial statements as shown below, based on 
whether or not their use is restricted under the terms of 
City debt instruments or other agreements.

Cash and investments in City Treasury  $190,378,181 

Restricted cash and investments with fiscal agent  16,930,221 

Total Cash and Investments  $207,308,402 

Cash and investments with original maturities of three 
months or less are treated as cash and equivalents for 
purpose of preparing the statement of cash flows.  Also, 
the Electric Fund’s portion of the City’s overall cash and 
investment pool is treated as cash and equivalents since 
these amounts are in substance demand deposits.

Cash and investments as of June 30, 2019, consist of 
the following:

City of Roseville pooled cash and investments  $190,377,581 

Cash on hand  600 

Investments  16,930,221 

Total Cash and Investments  $207,308,402 

NOTE 3—CASH AND INVESTMENTS
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B. Investments Authorized by the California Government Code and the City’s Investment Policy

The City’s Investment Policy and the California Government Code allow the City to invest in the following, provided the 
credit ratings of the issuers are acceptable to the City; and approved percentages and maturities are not exceeded.  The 
table below also identifies certain provisions of the California Government Code or the City’s Investment Policy where it is 
more restrictive:

AUTHORIZED INVESTMENT TYPE
MAXIMUM  
MATURITY

MINIMUM  
CREDIT QUALITY

MAXIMUM 
PERCENTAGE 

ALLOWED

MAXIMUM 
INVESTMENT  

IN ONE ISSUER

U.S. Treasury Obligations (A) 5 Years None None None

U.S. Agency Securities (A) 5 Years None None None

Forward Purchase Agreement N/A A None None

Local Agency Bonds 5 Years None None None

Repurchase Agreements 1 Year None None None

Bankers' Acceptances 180 days None 40% 30%

Commercial Paper 270 days A-1 25% 10% (B)

Medium-Term Notes (Corporate Notes) 5 Years A 30% None

Collateralized Time Deposits 5 Years None 30% None

Negotiable Certificates of Deposit 5 Years A 30% None

Local Agency Investment Fund N/A None None $65 million/account

Insured Saving Accounts N/A None None None

Money Market Mutual Funds N/A None 20% 10%

California Asset Management Pool N/A None None None

Interest Rate Swaps (C) N/A None None None

Supranationals 5 Years AA- 30% None

Mortgage Pass-Through Securities 5 Years AA 20% None

  

A) In specified fund accounts where liquidity is not the primary investment objective, the maximum 
maturity can be up to ten years with granted express authority by the City Council.  Such 
investments cannot be made less than three months following the approval of extended investment 
terms.  All longer-term investments must be Federal Treasury or Agency securities.

B) Eligible Commercial Paper may not represent more than 10 percent 
of the outstanding paper of an issuing corporation.

C) Interest rate swaps may only be used in conjunction with enterprise fund debt or investments.

NOTE 3—CASH AND INVESTMENTS (CONTINUED)
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C. Investments Authorized by Debt Agreements

The City must maintain required amounts of cash and investments with trustees or fiscal agents under the terms of certain 
debt issues.  These funds are unexpended bond proceeds or are pledged reserves to be used if the City fails to meet its 
obligations under these debt issues.  The California Government Code requires these funds to be invested in accordance 
with City resolutions, bond indentures, or State statutes.  The table below identifies the investment types that are 
authorized for investments held by fiscal agents.  The table also identifies certain provisions of these debt agreements:

AUTHORIZED INVESTMENT TYPE MAXIMUM MATURITY MINIMUM CREDIT QUALITY

U.S. Treasury Obligation N/A None

U.S. Agency Securities N/A None

Certificates of Deposit 30 days None to A-1

Time Deposits 30 days None to A-1

Bankers' Acceptances 270 days None to A-1

Money Market Funds N/A Aam-G

Pre-refunded Municipal Obligations N/A AAA

Repurchase Agreements 30 days A

Investments Agreements N/A A+ to AA

California Asset Management Program (CAMP) N/A None

Local Agency Investment Fund (LAIF) N/A None

Guaranteed Investment Contract N/A None

D. Interest Rate Risk

Interest rate risk is the risk that changes in market interest rates will adversely affect the fair value of an investment.  
Normally, the longer the maturity of an investment, the greater the sensitivity of its fair value to changes in market interest 
rates.  The City also manages its interest rate risk by holding most investments to maturity.

Information about the sensitivity of the fair values of the investments to market interest rate fluctuations is provided by the 
following table that shows the distribution of the investments by maturity or earliest call date:

REMAINING MATURITY (IN 
MONTHS): 12 MONTHS OR LESS 13 TO 24 MONTHS

MORE THAN 60 
MONTHS TOTAL

Federal Agency Securities $-  $3,231,615 $-  $3,231,615 

Money Market Mutual Funds  11,547,869  -  -  11,547,869 

Guaranteed Investment Contract (GIC)  -  -  2,150,737  2,150,737 

Total Investments  $11,547,869  $3,231,615  $2,150,737  $16,930,221 

NOTE 3—CASH AND INVESTMENTS (CONTINUED)
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E. Credit Risk

Credit risk is the risk that an issuer of an investment will not fulfill its obligation to the holder of the investment.  This is 
measured by the assignment of a rating by a nationally recognized statistical rating organization.  Presented below is the 
actual rating as of June 30, 2019 for each investment type as provided by Standard and Poor’s investment rating system:

AA+ TOTAL

INVESTMENTS:

Federal Agency Securities  $3,231,615  $3,231,615 

Total  $3,231,615  3,231,615 

NOT RATED:

Money Market Mutual Funds  11,547,869 

Guaranteed Investment Contracts  2,150,737 

Subtotal  13,698,606 

Total Investments  $16,930,221 

F. Fair Value Measurements

The Electric Fund categorizes its fair value measurements within the fair value hierarchy established by generally accepted 
accounting principles.  The hierarchy is used on the valuation inputs used to measure the fair value of the asset.  Level 1 
inputs are quotes prices in active markets for identical assets; Level 2 inputs are significant other observable input; Level 3 
inputs are significant unobservable inputs.

In instances where inputs used to measure fair value fall into different levels in the above fair value hierarchy, fair value 
measurements in their entirety are categorized based on the lowest level input that is significant to the valuation.  The 
City’s assessment of the significance of particular inputs to these fair value measurements requires judgment and considers 
factors specific to each asset or liability.

The Electric Fund has the following recurring fair value measurements as of June 30, 2019:

INVESTMENTS AT FAIR VALUE AMOUNT
SIGNIFICANT OTHER OBSERVABLE INPUTS 

(LEVEL 2)

Federal Agency Securities  $3,231,615  $3,231,615 

Money Market Mutual Funds  11,547,869  11,547,869 

Total Investments at Fair Value  14,779,484  $14,779,484 

Investments Measured at Amortized Cost

Guaranteed Investment Contract (GIC)  2,150,737 

Total Investments  $16,930,221 

NOTE 3—CASH AND INVESTMENTS (CONTINUED)
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NOTE 4—LONG-TERM DEBT

A. Composition and Changes

The Electric Fund generally incurs long-term debt to finance projects or purchase assets which will have useful lives equal 
to or greater than the related debt.  The Electric Fund’s debt issues and transactions are summarized below and discussed 
in detail thereafter.

Long-term debt activity for the year ended June 30, 2019, is as follow:

ORIGINAL ISSUE 
AMOUNT

BALANCE AT
JUNE 30, 2018 ADDITIONS RETIREMENTS

BALANCE AT
JUNE 30, 2019

CURRENT
PORTION

DIRECT PLACEMENT DEBT:

Certificates of Participation:

2012 Electric System Revenue

variable rate, due 2/1/35  $90,000,000  $90,000,000 $- $-  $90,000,000 $- 

Direct placement debt total  90,000,000  90,000,000  -  -  90,000,000  - 

CERTIFICATES OF PARTICIPATION:

2004 Electric System Revenue,

 3.00%-5.25%, due 2/1/34  39,940,000  5,000  -  -  5,000  - 

2009 Electric System Revenue Refunding

 2.00%-5.25%, due 2/1/20  27,010,000  3,010,000  -  (1,795,000)  1,215,000  1,215,000 

Add: bond premium  396,611  34,958  -  (17,480)  17,478  - 

Total Certificates of Participation  66,618,357  3,049,958  -  (1,812,480)  1,237,478  1,215,000 

REVENUE BONDS:

2010 Electric System Revenue Refunding

 2.00%-5.00%, due 2/1/20  55,845,000  1,050,000  -  (505,000)  545,000  545,000 

Add: bond premium  2,764,207  30,465  -  (15,233)  15,232  - 

2013 Electric System Revenue Refunding

 2.00%-5.00%, due 2/1/29  48,780,000  34,890,000  -  (4,695,000)  30,195,000  4,920,000 

Add: bond premium  5,899,513  4,055,913  -  (368,719)  3,687,194  - 

2014 Refunding Electric System Revenue Bonds

  5%, due 2/1/34  16,485,000  16,485,000  -  -  16,485,000  - 

Add: bond premium  2,129,224  1,703,382  -  (106,463)  1,596,919  - 

2017A Electric System Revenue Refunding

 3.0%-5.00%, due 2/1/37  56,210,000  56,210,000  -  -  56,210,000  - 

Add: bond premium  5,069,937  4,587,087  -  (241,424)  4,345,663  - 

2017B Taxable Electric System Revenue Refunding

   1.03%-2.41%, due 2/1/22  6,265,000  6,075,000  -  (135,000)  5,940,000  780,000 

Total Revenue Bonds  199,447,881  125,086,847  -  (6,066,839)  119,020,008  6,245,000 

Total Certificates of Participation 
&  Revenue Debt  266,066,238  128,136,805  -  (7,879,319)  120,257,486  7,460,000 

Total  356,066,238  218,136,805  -  (7,879,319)  210,257,486  7,460,000 
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B. Direct Placement

2012 Electric System Revenue Refunding Certificates 
of Participation

On November 7, 2012 the City entered into a direct 
placement agreement with U.S. Bank for the purchase of 
the 2012 bonds. The COP’s were issued to refund and retire 
the outstanding balance of the 2008A Electric System 
Revenue COPs. As of June 30, 2019, the City’s outstanding 
debt from direct borrowing of $90,000,000 are subject to 
special redemption prior to their respective stated date 
of maturity by the City upon written notice. There is no 
provision for early redemption by U.S. Bank (Purchaser). 

The COPs are secured by a pledge of the net revenue 
of the Electric Department. The revenue may not be 
used for any other purpose while any of the bonds 
remain outstanding. 

The continuing covenant agreement for the bonds 
includes a provision that in an event of default, the 
repayment of the outstanding principal plus any accrued 
interest becomes immediately due. The City is responsible 
for cost increases caused by the adoption of a law or rule 
applicable to the bonds, changes in the taxes or tax basis 
of the Purchaser or Credit Protection Provider. 

The terms of this agreement were renewed on April 
20, 2016, and will expire on November 1, 2019. The 
City originally entered into a 27-year interest rate swap 
agreement for the entire amount of the 2008A COPs, and 
the interest rate swap agreement remains outstanding 
after the refunding, but notional amount of the swap is 
based on the notional amount of the 2008A COPs. The 
combination of the variable rate COPs and a floating rate 
swap creates synthetic fixed-rate debt for the City. The 
synthetic fixed rate for the COPs was 3.889 percent for 
the year ended June 30, 2019. The COPs are subject to 
mandatory prepayment annually beginning February 1, 
2023 through 2035. The balance outstanding as of June 
30, 2019 is $90,000,000.

C. Certificates of Participation

2004 Electric System Revenue Certificates 
of Participation

On July 1, 2004, the City issued $39,940,000 of Certificates 
of Participation (COPs) to finance capital improvements 
to the City’s Electric System.  The COPs are repayable 
from net revenue of the Electric Utility System.  The COPs 
bear interest at 3.00 percent - 5.25 percent and are due 
semi-annually on February 1 and August 1 of each year 
beginning February 1, 2005.  Principal payments are 
due annually on February 1 through February 2034.  The 
COPs were partially refunded by the 2013 Electric System 
Revenue Refunding Bonds as discussed in Note 4D 
below.  In August 2014, the 2004 Electric System Revenue 
COPs were partially refunded by the 2014 Electric System 
Revenue Refunding Bonds as discussed in note 4G below, 
leaving a PAR amount of $5,000.

2009 Electric System Revenue Refunding Certificates 
of Participation

On November 24, 2009, the City issued COPs in the 
original principal amount of $27,010,000.  The COPs were 
issued to refinance the remaining outstanding balance 
of the 2002 Electric System Revenue Certificates of 
Participation.  The COPs bear interest at 2.00 percent - 5.25 
percent and are due semi-annually on February 1 and 
August 1 of each year.  In February 2017, the 2009 Electric 
System Revenue Refunding Certificates of Participation 
were partially refunded by the 2017 A and 2017 B Electric 
System Revenue Bonds as discussed in Note 4D.  Principal 
payments are due annually through fiscal year 2020.  The 
balance outstanding as of June 30, 2019 is $1,215,000.

NOTE 4—LONG-TERM DEBT (CONTINUED)
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NOTE 4—LONG-TERM DEBT (CONTINUED)

D. Revenue Bonds

2010 Electric System Revenue Refunding Bonds

On October 21, 2010, the City issued Revenue Bonds in 
the original principal amount of $55,845,000.  The Bonds 
were issued to refinance the remaining outstanding 
balance of the 2008 Electric System Refunding Certificates 
of Participation Series B.  The Revenue Bonds bear interest 
at 2.00 percent - 5.00 percent and are due semi-annually 
on February 1 and August 1 of each year.  In February 
2017, the 2010 Electric System Revenue Refunding 
Certificates of Participation were partially refunded by 
the 2017 A and 2017 B Electric System Revenue Bonds as 
discussed in Note 4D.  Principal payments are due annually 
beginning February 1, 2012 through 2020.  The balance 
outstanding as of June 30, 2019 is $545,000.

2013 Electric System Revenue Refunding Bonds

On November 14, 2013, the Roseville Finance Authority 
issued the Electric System Revenue Refunding Bonds, 
Series 2013, in the principal amount of $48,780,000 to 
refund a portion of each of the 2004 Electric System 
Revenue and 2005 Electric System Revenue, Series A, 
COPs.  The Bonds bear interest at 2.00 percent-5.00 
percent, and are due semi-annually on February 1 and 
August 1 of each year.  The Bonds are repayable by a 
pledge of net revenue from the Electric System.  Principal 
payments are due annually on February 1 through 
2029.  The balance outstanding as of June 30, 2019 
is $30,195,000.

Roseville Financing Authority Electric System 
Revenue Refunding Bonds, Series 2014

On July 24, 2014, the Roseville Financing Authority issued 
Electric System Revenue Refunding Bonds, Series 2014, 
in the amount of $16,485,000 to refund the 2004 Electric 
System Revenue COPs.  The bonds bear interest of 5 
percent.  Principal payments are due annually on February 
1 beginning in 2030.  Interest payments are due semi-
annually on each August 1 and February 1, commencing 
on February 1, 2015 through February 1, 2034.  The 
balance outstanding as of June 30, 2019 is $16,485,000.

2017A Electric System Revenue Refunding Bonds

On February 8, 2017, the City issued Revenue Bonds in the 
original principal amount of $56,210,000.  The Bonds were 
issued to refund a portion of the 2009 Electric System 
Revenue Refunding Certificates of Participation and the 
2010 Electric System Revenue Refunding Bonds.  The 
Revenue Bonds bear interest at 3.00 percent-5.00 percent 
and are due semi-annually on February 1 and August 
1 of each year.  Principal payments are due annually 
on February 1 starting in 2022 and running through 
2037.  The balance outstanding as of June 30, 2019 
is $56,210,000.

2017B Taxable Electric System Revenue 
Refunding Bonds

On February 8, 2017, the City issued Taxable Revenue 
Bonds in the original principal amount of $6,265,000.  The 
Bonds were issued to refund a portion of the 2009 Electric 
System Revenue Refunding Certificates of Participation 
and the 2010 Electric System Revenue Refunding Bonds.  
The Revenue Bonds bear interest at 1.03 percent-2.41 
percent and are due semi-annually on February 1 and 
August 1 of each year.  Principal payments are due 
annually on February 1 through 2022.  The balance 
outstanding as of June 30, 2019 is $5,940,000.
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NOTE 4—LONG-TERM DEBT (CONTINUED)

E. Electric System Pledged Revenues

As of June 30, 2019, the total principal and interest remaining to be paid on the 2004 Electric System Revenue COPs, 2012 
Electric System Revenue Refunding COPs, 2009 Electric System Revenue Refunding COPs, 2010 Electric System Revenue 
Refunding Revenue Bonds, the 2013 Electric System Revenue Refunding Bonds, the 2014 Electric System Revenue 
Refunding Bonds, the 2017A Electric System Revenue Refunding bonds and the 2017B Electric System Refunding bonds 
was $271,094,009.  As disclosed in the official statements, all net revenues of the Electric System are expected to provide 
coverage over debt service of 110 percent over the lives of the Bonds.  For fiscal year 2019, net revenues amount to 
$51,450,566 which represents coverage of 327 percent over the $15,730,147 in debt service.

F. Interest Rate Swap Agreements

The City entered into interest swap agreements in connection with the 2008 Electric Revenue Certificates of Participation 
(COPs), Series A.

This transaction allows the City to create synthetic fixed rates on the COPs, protecting it against increases in short-term 
interest rates.  The terms, fair value and credit risk of the swap agreements are disclosed below.

Terms: The terms, including the counterparty credit ratings of the outstanding swaps, as of June 30, 2019, are included 
below.  The swap agreements contain scheduled reductions to the outstanding notional amount that are expected to 
follow scheduled reductions in the associated bond issue.

RELATED BOND ISSUE
NOTIONAL 
AMOUNT

EFFECTIVE 
DATE COUNTERPARTY

CREDIT 
RATING

FIXED 
RATE PAID

VARIABLE 
RATE 

RECEIVED
TERMINATION 

DATE

2012 Electric System
Refunding COP (based 
on notional amount of 
2008 Electric System 
Revenue COP, Series A)

 $36,000,000 5/13/2008 Bank of America, 
N.A.

A+ 3.364% 70.5% 1m 
LIBOR

2/1/2035

2012 Electric System
Refunding COP (based 
on notional amount of  
2008 Electric System 
Revenue COP, Series A)

 54,000,000 5/13/2008 Morgan Stanley 
Capital Services, 
Inc.

A+ 3.321% 70.5% 1m 
LIBOR

2/1/2035

 $90,000,000 

(A) Credit rating by Standard & Poor’s Agency
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F. Interest Rate Swap Agreements (Continued) 

Based on the swap agreements, the city owes interest calculated at a fixed rate to the counterparty of the swap.  In return, 
the counterparty owes the City interest based on the variable rate that approximates the rate required by the associated 
COPs.  Debt principal is not exchanged; it is only the basis on which the swap receipts and payments are calculated.

Fair value – Fair value of the swaps takes into consideration the prevailing interest rate environment, the specific terms and 
conditions of each transaction and any upfront payments that may have been received.  Hedging derivative instruments 
are classified as Level 2 and are valued using a discounted cash flow technique, which calculates the future net settlement 
payments, assuming that current forward rates implied by the yield curve correctly anticipate future spot interest rates 
(LIBOR or SIMFA).  The payments are then discounted using the spot rates (LIBOR or SIMFA) implied by the current yield 
curve for hypothetical zero coupon bonds due on the date of each future net settlement on the swap.

As of June 30, 2019, the fair value of the swaps was not in favor of the Electric Fund as follows:

RELATED BOND ISSUE FAIR VALUE 2019 FAIR VALUE  2018

2012 Electric System Refunding COP (based on notional amount of 2008 Electric System Revenue COP, Series A)

Bank of America, N.A.  $(6,538,818)  $(4,502,258)

Morgan Stanley Capital Services Inc.  (9,600,344)  (6,538,828)

 $(16,139,162)  $(11,041,086)

 

Credit risk – Since the fair values of the swaps are negative, the City is not currently exposed to credit risk.  The fair 
values may increase if interest rates increase in the future.  Should interest rates increase to the point where the fair values 
become positive, the City would be exposed to credit risk on the outstanding swaps.  The City will be exposed to interest 
rate risk only if a counterparty to a swap defaults or if the swap is terminated.

Basis risk – Basis risk is the risk that the interest rate paid by the City on the underlying variable rate bonds to the 
bondholders temporarily differs from the variable swap rates received from the applicable counterparty.  The City bears 
basis risk on the swaps.  The swaps have basis risk since the City receives a percentage of the LIBOR Index to offset the 
actual variable bond rates the City pays on the underlying COPs and Bonds.  The City is exposed to basis risk should the 
floating rate that it receives on a swap be less than the actual variable rate the City pays on the bonds.  Depending on the 
magnitude and duration of any basis risk shortfall, the expected cost of the basis risk may vary.

Termination risk – The City may terminate if the other party fails to perform under the terms of the contract.  The City 
will be exposed to variable rates if the counterparty to the swap contract defaults or if the swap contract is terminated.  A 
termination of the swap contract may also result in the City’s making or receiving a termination payment based on market 
interest rates at the time of the termination.  If at the time of termination the swap has a negative fair value, the City would 
be liable to the counterparty for a payment equal to the swap’s fair value.

Swap payments and associated debt – Using rates as of June 30, 2019, debt service requirements of the Electric Fund’s 
outstanding variable-rate debt and net swap payments are as follows.  As rates vary, variable-rate bond interest payments 
and net swap payments will vary.  These payments below are included in the Debt Service Requirements at Note 4H:

NOTE 4—LONG-TERM DEBT (CONTINUED)
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F. Interest Rate Swap Agreements (Continued) 

FOR THE YEAR ENDING JUNE 30 PRINCIPAL INTEREST INTEREST RATE SWAPS, NET TOTAL

2020 $-  $2,016,531  $1,482,849  $3,499,380 

2021  -  2,016,531  1,482,849  3,499,380 

2022  -  2,016,531  1,482,849  3,499,380 

2023  4,875,000  1,971,019  1,449,382  8,295,401 

2024  5,700,000  1,854,088  1,363,397  8,917,485 

2025-2029  32,000,000  7,219,554  5,308,874  44,528,428 

2030-2034  38,750,000  3,280,877  2,412,582  44,443,459 

2035-2039  8,675,000  113,383  83,376  8,871,759 

                                 Total  $90,000,000  $20,488,514  $15,066,158  $125,554,672 

G. Original Issue Discounts and Premiums, and Deferred Amount on Refunding

For proprietary fund types, bond premiums and discounts are deferred and amortized over the life of the bonds using the 
effective interest method.  Bonds payable are reported net of the applicable bond premium or discount.  Any difference 
between proprietary refunded debt and the debt issued to refund it is amortized over the remaining life of either the 
refunded debt or the refunding debt, whichever is shorter.

H. Debt Service Requirements

Annual debt service requirements are shown for all long-term debt:

FOR THE YEAR ENDING JUNE 30 PRINCIPAL INTEREST

DIRECT PLACEMENT

PRINCIPAL INTEREST

2020  $7,460,000  $4,978,736 $-  $2,016,531 

2021  7,800,000  4,619,256  -  2,016,531 

2022  8,115,000  4,253,971  -  2,016,531 

2023  3,640,000  3,913,619  4,875,000  1,971,019 

2024  3,605,000  3,749,119  5,700,000  1,854,088 

2025-2029  20,075,000  15,931,343  32,000,000  7,219,554 

2030-2034  23,730,000  10,654,544  38,750,000  3,280,877 

2035-2039  36,170,000  3,244,319  8,675,000  113,383 

 $110,595,000  $51,344,907  $90,000,000  $20,488,514 

RECONCILIATION OF LONG-TERM DEBT

Add: deferred bond premium (discount) on Public debt  $9,662,486 

Add: direct  90,000,000 

  Net long-term debt  $210,257,486

NOTE 4—LONG-TERM DEBT (CONTINUED)
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A. Plan Description

Substantially all Electric Fund employees are eligible to participate in the City’s Miscellaneous Plan, an agent multiple-
employer defined benefit pension plan administered by the California Public Employees Retirement System (CalPERS), 
which acts as a common investment and administrative agent for its participating member employers.  Benefit provisions 
under the Plan are established by State statute and may be amended by City resolution.  CalPERS issues publicly available 
reports that include a full description of the pension plans regarding benefit provisions, assumptions and membership 
information that can be found on the CalPERS website.

B. Benefits Provided

CalPERS provides retirement and disability benefits, annual cost of living adjustments and death benefits to plan members, 
who must be public employees and beneficiaries.  Benefits are based on years of credited service, equal to one year of full 
time employment.  Members with five years of total service are eligible to retire at age 50 with statutorily reduced benefits.  
All members are eligible for non-duty disability benefits after 10 years of service.  The death benefit is one of the following: 
the Basic Death benefit, the 1957 Survivor Benefit, or the Optional Settlement 2W Death Benefit.  The cost of living 
adjustments for each plan are applied as specified by the Public Employees’ Retirement Law.

The Plan’s provisions and benefits in effect at June 30, 2019, are summarized as follows:

MISCELLANEOUS

Hire date Prior to January 1, 2013 After January 1, 2013

Benefit vesting schedule 5 years service 5 years service

Benefit payments monthly for life monthly for life

Retirement age  50 - 55  52 - 67 

Monthly benefits, as a % of annual salary 2.0% - 2.7%  1.0% - 2.5% 

Required employee contribution rates 8.000% 6.250%

Required employer contribution rates* 10.179% 6.250%

*There was an additional contribution amount related to the payment of the Unfunded Actuarial Liability (UAL).  
This amount is allocated by the City to the City's various funds. 

C. Contributions

Section 20814(c) of the California Public Employees’ Retirement law requires that the employer contribution rates for all 
public employers are determined on an annual basis by the actuary and shall be effective on the July 1 following notice of 
a change in rate.  Funding contributions for the Plan is determined annually on an actuarial basis as of June 30 by CalPERS.  
The actuarially determined rate is the estimated amount necessary to finance the costs of benefits earned by employees 
during the year, with an additional amount to finance any unfunded accrued liability.  The Electric Fund is required to 
contribute the difference between the actuarially determined rate and the contribution rates of employees.

NOTE 5—PENSION PLAN
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C. Contributions (Continued) 

Employer contribution rates for the fiscal year ended June 30, 2019, were 10.179 percent for the Classic Plan Members 
and 6.250 percent for the PEPRA Plan members.  The Electric Fund’s proportionate share of the City’s contributions to the 
Miscellaneous Plan was $5,112,952 for the year ended June 30, 2019.

D. Pension Liability, Pension Expense and Deferred Outflows/Inflows of Resources Related to Pensions

As of June 30, 2019, the Electric Fund reported a net pension liability of $58,193,004 for its proportionate share of the City’s 
Miscellaneous Plan’s net pension liability.

The net pension liability of the Plan was measured as of June 30, 2018, and the total pension liability used to calculate 
the net pension liability was determined by an actuarial valuation as of June 30, 2017.  The Electric Fund’s proportion of 
the City’s Miscellaneous Pension Plan’s net pension liability was based on the Electric Fund’s fiscal year 2018 contributions 
to the City’s miscellaneous pension plan relative to the total contributions of the City has a whole.  The Electric Fund’s 
proportionate share of the City’s miscellaneous pension plan net pension liability, measured as of June 30, 2017 and June 
30, 2018, for June 30, 2018 and 2019 was 24.2 percent and 24.8 percent respectively.

For the year ended June 30, 2019, the Electric Fund recognized pension expense of $4,120,491.  At June 30, 2019, the 
Electric Fund reported deferred outflows of resources and deferred inflows of resources related to pension from the 
following sources:

DEFERRED OUTFLOWS OF 
RESOURCES DEFERRED INFLOWS OF RESOURCES

Employer contributions subsequent to measurement date  $5,112,952 $- 

Differences between expected and actual experience  1,531,566  - 

Changes in proportion  3,961,065  - 

Changes in assumptions  4,408,645  - 

Net differences between projected and actual earnings on 
pension plan investments  43,408  1,447,263 

Total  $15,057,636  $1,447,263 

NOTE 5—PENSION PLAN (CONTINUED)
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NOTE 5—PENSION PLAN (CONTINUED)

D.  Pension Liability, Pension Expense and Deferred Outflows/Inflows of Resources Related to    
 Pensions (Continued)

The amount of $5,112,952 reported in the enterprise fund as deferred outflows of resources related to pensions, resulting 
from the Electric Fund’s contributions to the City’s plan subsequent to the measurement date, will be recognized as a 
reduction of the net pension liability in the year ended June 30, 2020.  Other amounts reported as deferred outflows and 
inflows of resources related to pensions will be recognized as a reduction to pension expense as follows:

YEAR ENDED JUNE 30

2020  $4,501,890 

2021  3,296,995 

2022  148,623 

2023  549,913 

Total  $8,497,421 

E. Actuarial Assumptions

The Electric Fund’s proportion of the City’s Miscellaneous Plan total pension liability in the June 30, 2017 actuarial valuation 
was determined using the following actuarial assumptions.

MISCELLANEOUS

Valuation Date June 30, 2017

Measurement Date June 30, 2018

Actuarial Cost Method Entry-Age Normal Cost Method

Actuarial Assumptions:

Discount Rate 7.15%

Inflation 2.75%

Payroll Growth 3.0%

Projected Salary Increase 3.3% - 14.2% (1)

Investment Rate of Return 7.15% (2)

Mortality Derived using CalPERS membership data 

(1) Depending on age, service and type of employment
(2) Net of pension plan investment and administrative expenses, includes inflation
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E. Actuarial Assumptions (Continued)

The underlying mortality assumptions and all other actuarial assumptions used in the June 30, 2017 valuation were based 
on the results of an actuarial experience study for the period of 1997 to 2015.  Further details of the Experience Study can 
be found on the CalPERS website.

The long-term expected rate of return on pension plan investments was determined using a building block method in 
which best-estimate ranges of expected future real rates of return (expected returns, net of pension plan investment 
expense an inflation) are developed for each major asset class. 

In determining the long-term expected rate of return on pension plan investments, CalPERS took into account both 
short and long-term market return expectations as well as the expected pension fund cash flows.  Such cash flows were 
developed assuming that both members and employers will make their required contributions on time and as scheduled 
in all future years.  Using historical returns of all the funds’ asset classes, expected compound (geometric) returns were 
calculated over the short-term (first 10 years) and the long-term (11-60 years) using a building-block approach.  Using the 
expected nominal returns for both short-term and long-term, the present value of benefits was calculated for each fund.  
The expected rate of return was set by calculating the single equivalent expected return that arrived at the same present 
value of benefits for cash flows as the one calculated using both short-term and long-term returns.  The expected rate 
of return was then set equivalent to the single equivalent rate calculated above and rounded down to the nearest one 
quarter of one percent.

The table below reflects long-term expected real rate of return by asset class.  The rate of return was calculated using the 
capital market assumptions applied to determine the discount rate and asset allocation.  These geometric rates of return 
are net of administrative expenses.

ASSET CLASS TARGET ALLOCATION REAL RETURN YEARS 1 - 101 REAL RETURN YEARS 11+2

Global Equity 50% 4.80% 5.98%

Fixed Income 28% 1.00% 2.62%

Inflation Assets 0% 77.00% 1.81%

Private Equity 8% 6.30% 7.23%

Real Assets 13% 3.75% 4.93%

Liquidity 1% 0.00% -0.90%

Total 100%

1 – An expected inflation of 2.0% used for this period
2 – An expected inflation of 2.92% used for this period

NOTE 5—PENSION PLAN (CONTINUED)
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NOTE 5—PENSION PLAN (CONTINUED)

F. Discount Rate

The discount rate used to measure the total pension liability was 7.15 percent.  The projection of cash flows used to 
determine the discount rate assumed that employee contributions will be made at the current contribution rate and 
that the City’s contributions will be made at rates equal to the difference between actuarially determined contributions 
rates and the employee rate.  Based on those assumptions, each pension plan’s fiduciary net position was projected to be 
available to make all projected future benefit payments of current active and inactive employees.  Therefore, the long-
term expected rate of return on pension plan investments was applied to all periods of projected benefit payments to 
determine the total pension liability.

G. Sensitivity of the Electric Fund’s proportionate share of the City’s Miscellaneous Plan Net Pension 
Liability to Changes in the Discount Rate

The following presents the net pension liability of the Electric Fund for the Plan, calculated using the discount rate for the 
Plan, as well as what the Electric Fund’s net pension liability would be if it were calculated using a discount rate that is 
1-percentage point lower or 1-percentage point higher than the current rate:

MISCELLANEOUS

1% Decrease 6.15%

Net Pension Liability  $81,457,636 

Current Discount Rate 7.15%

Net Pension Liability  $58,193,004 

1% Increase 8.15%

Net Pension Liability  $38,993,012 

H. Pension Plan Fiduciary Net Position

Detailed information the City’s collective net pension liability is available in the City’s separately issued CAFR.  The City’s 
financial statements may be obtained by contacting the City of Roseville’s Finance Department.  That report may be 
obtained on the internet at www.roseville.ca.us.
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Plan Description - The City provides medical benefits to substantially all retirees under the City of Roseville Retiree 
Healthcare Plan, a sole employer defined benefit healthcare plan administered by the Trust Investment Review Committee.  
The City is responsible for establishing and amending the funding policy of the Plan.  The plan financial statements can 
be obtained by contacting the City of Roseville Finance Department at 311 Vernon Street, Roseville, California 95678. For 
financial reporting purposes, the Electric Fund reports a proportionate share of the City’s net OPEB liability. Accordingly, 
the disclosures and required supplementary information (RSI) have been reported for the Electric Fund as a cost-
sharing participant. 

Benefits Provided – The Plan provides medical, dental, and vision insurance benefits to eligible retirees and their 
dependents. Benefits are provided through a third-party insurer, and the full cost of the benefits is covered by the Plan. 
Benefit provisions are established and may be amended by City labor agreements, which are approved by the City Council.

Contributions – Contribution requirements of the Electric Fund are established and may be amended by the City Council. 
The Council established rates based on an actuarially determined rate. For the year ended June 30, 2019, the Electric Fund 
contributed $2,079,000.

OPEB Liability, OPEB Expense and Deferred Outflows/Inflows of Resources Related to OPEB

As of June 30, 2019, the Electric Fund reported a net OPEB liability of $18,900,000 for its proportionate share of the City’s net 
OPEB liability. 

The net OPEB liability of the Plan was measured as of June 30, 2019, and the total OPEB liability used to calculate the net 
OPEB liability was determined by an actuarial valuation as of June 30, 2017. The Electric Fund’s proportion of the Plan’s net 
OPEB liability was based on the Electric Fund’s fiscal year 2017 contributions to the Plan relative to the total contributions 
of the City as a whole. The Electric Fund’s proportionate share of the Plan’s net OPEB liability, measured as of June 30, 2019, 
was 13.43 percent. 

For the year ended June 30, 2019, the Electric Fund recognized OPEB credit of ($200,000). At June 30, 2019, the Electric 
Fund reported deferred outflows of resources and deferred inflows of resources related to OPEB from the following sources: 

DEFERRED OUTFLOWS OF 
RESOURCES

DEFERRED INFLOWS 
OF RESOURCES

Changes in assumptions  1,195,000  - 

NOTE 6—POST-EMPLOYMENT BENEFITS
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NOTE 6—POST-EMPLOYMENT BENEFITS 
(CONTINUED)
Amounts reported as deferred outflows of resources and deferred inflows of resources related to OPEB will be recognized 
as a reduction to pension expense as follows:

YEAR ENDED JUNE 30

2020  $(260,000)

2021  (259,000)

2022  (259,000)

2023  (249,000)

2024  (168,000)

Total  $(1,195,000)

Actuarial Assumptions 

The Electric Fund’s proportion of the City’s total OPEB liability in the June 30, 2017 actuarial valuation was determined using 
the following actuarial assumptions: 

Valuation Date June 30, 2017

Measurement Date June 30, 2019

Actuarial Cost Method Entry-Age Normal Cost Method

Actuarial Assumptions:

Discount Rate 6.25%

Inflation 2.75%

Payroll Growth 3.0%

Projected Salary Increase 3.0%

Investment Rate of Return 6.25%

Healthcare cost trend rate Non-medicare: 7.5% for 2019, decreasing to an ultimate rate of 4.0% in 2076
 Medicare: 6.5% for 2019, decreasing to an ultimate rate of 4.0% in 2076. 

Mortality CalPERS 1997-2011 Experience Study

The underlying mortality assumptions and all other actuarial assumptions used in the June 30, 2017, valuation were based 
on the results of an actuarial experience study for the period of 1997 to 2011. Further details of the Experience Study can 
be found on the CalPERS website. 
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Changes of assumptions

In measurement year ended June 30, 2019, the discount rate was 6.25 percent. 

The table below reflects long-term expected real rate of return by asset class. The rate of return was calculated using the 
capital market assumptions applied to determine the discount rate and asset allocation. These geometric rates of return are 
net of administrative expenses.

ASSET CLASS TARGET ALLOCATION EXPECTED REAL RETURN

Domestic Equity 39% 4.80%

International Equity 21% 4.80%

Fixed Income 40% 1.50%

Total 100%

Assumed Long-Term Rate of Inflation is 2.75%

Discount Rate 

The discount rate used to measure the total pension liability was 6.25 percent. The projection of cash flows used to 
determine the discount rate assumed that contributions will be made at rates equal to the actuarially determined rate. 
Based on those assumptions, the Plan’s fiduciary net position was projected to be available to make all projected future 
benefit payments of current active and inactive employees. Therefore, the long-term expected rate of return on OPEB plan 
investments was applied to all periods of projected benefit payments to determine the total OPEB liability. 

NOTE 6—POST-EMPLOYMENT BENEFITS 
(CONTINUED)
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Sensitivity of the Electric Fund’s proportionate share of the Plan’s net OPEB Liability to changes in 
the discount rate

The following presents the Electric Fund’s proportionate share of the net OPEB liability, calculated using the discount rate 
for the Plan, as well as what the Electric Fund’s proportionate share of the net OPEB liability would be if it were calculated 
using a discount rate that is 1-percentage point lower or 1-percentage point higher than the current rate: 

1% DECREASE  
5.25%

CURRENT  
6.25%

1% INCREASE   
7.25%

Electric Fund's net OPEB liability  $23,718,184  $18,900,000  $15,038,942 

Sensitivity of the Electric Fund’s proportionate share of the Plan’s net OPEB Liability to changes in the 
healthcare cost trend rate

The following presents the Electric Fund’s proportionate share of the net OPEB liability, as well as what the Electric Fund’s 
proportionate share of the net OPEB liability would be if it were calculated using a healthcare cost trend rates that are 
1-percentage point lower or 1-percentage point higher than the current healthcare cost trend rate: 

1% DECREASE  
(6.5% DECREASING TO 3%)

CURRENT  
(7.5% DECREASING TO 4%)

1% INCREASE 
(8.5% DECREASING TO 5%)

Electric Fund's net OPEB liability  $15,387,901  $18,900,000  $22,376,882 

OPEB Plan Fiduciary Net Position – Detailed information about the City’s collective net OPEB liability is available in the 
City’s separately issued CAFR. The City’s CAFR may be obtained on the internet at www.roseville.ca.us.

 

NOTE 6—POST-EMPLOYMENT BENEFITS 
(CONTINUED)
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A. General

The City participates in joint ventures through Joint Powers Authorities (JPAs) established under the Joint Exercise of 
Powers Act of the State of California.  As separate legal entities, these JPAs exercise full powers and authorities within the 
scope of the related Joint Powers Agreement, including the preparation of annual budgets, accountability for all funds, 
the power to make and execute contracts and the right to sue and be sued.  Obligations and liabilities of the JPAs are not 
those of the City.

Each JPA is governed by a board consisting of representatives from each member agency.  Each board controls the 
operations of its respective JPA, including selection of management and approval of operating budgets, independent of 
any influence by member agencies beyond their representation on the Board. 

The City is a member of NCPA, a joint powers agency which operates under a joint powers agreement among fifteen 
public agencies.  The purpose of NCPA is to use the combined strength of its members to purchase, generate, sell and 
interchange electric energy and capacity through the acquisition and use of electrical generation and transmission 
facilities, and to optimize the use of those facilities and the member’s position in the industry.  Each agency member has 
agreed to fund a pro rata share of certain assessments by NCPA and certain members have entered into take-or-pay power 
supply contracts with NCPA.  While NCPA is governed by its members, none of its obligations are those of its members 
unless expressly assumed by them.

The City receives no income from NCPA, and does not participate in all of its projects.  Further, NCPA does not measure 
or determine the City’s equity in NCPA as a whole.  NCPA reports only the City’s share of its General Operating Reserve, 
comprised of cash and investments, and the City’s share of those Projects in which the City is a participant.  These amounts 
are reflected in the financial statements as Investment in NCPA Reserve.

During the year ended June 30, 2019, the City incurred expenses totaling $5,365,891 for purchased power, regulatory and 
legislative assessments, association dues and prepaid assets paid to NCPA. 

The City’s interest in certain NCPA Projects and Reserve, as computed by NCPA using unaudited information, is 
set forth below.

JUNE 30, 2019

General Operation Reserve (including advances)  $2,553,066 

Associated Member Services (including advances)  84,411 

Undivided equity interest, at cost, in certain NCPA Power Projects:

Geothermal Projects  784,979 

Calaveras Hydroelectric Project  1,641,784 

Combustion Turbine Project No. 2  154,369 

 $5,218,609 

NOTE 7–NORTHERN CALIFORNIA  
POWER AGENCY (NCPA)
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NOTE 7—NORTHERN CALIFORNIA  
POWER AGENCY (NCPA) (CONTINUED)
A.  General (Continued)

The General Operating Reserve (GOR) is an additional 
operating reserve for non-budgeted items that are 
contingent or non-specific.  Deposits to the GOR include 
items such as the City’s portion of funds which resulted 
from the settlement with third parties of issues with 
financial consequences and reconciliations of prior years’ 
budgets for programs.  It is recognized that all the funds 
credited to the City are linked to the collection of revenue 
from the City’s ratepayers, or to the settlement of disputes 
relating to electric power supply and that the money 
was collected from the City’s ratepayers to pay power 
bills.  Additionally, the NCPA Commission identified and 
approved the funding of specific reserves for working 
capital, accumulated employees post-retirement medical 
benefits, and billed property taxes for the geothermal 
project.  The Commission also identified a number of 
contingent liabilities that may or may not be realized, 
the cost of which in most cases is difficult to estimate 
at this time.  One such contingent liability is the steam 
field depletion which will require funding to cover debt 
service and operational costs in excess of the expected 
value of the electric power.  The General Operating 
Reserve is intended to minimize the number and 
amount of individual reserves needed for each project, 
protect NCPA’s financial condition and maintain its credit 
worthiness.  These funds are available on demand, but the 
City maintains funds with NCPA as a reserve against these 
contingencies identified by NCPA.

Members of NCPA may participate in an individual 
project of NCPA without obligation for any other project.  
Member assessments collected for one project may not 
be used to finance other projects of NCPA without the 
member’s permission.

B. Projects

Geothermal Projects

NCPA’s Geothermal Project has experienced a greater 
than originally anticipated decline in steam production 
from geothermal wells on its leasehold property.  NCPA 
will continue to monitor the wells while pursuing 
alternatives for improving and extending reservoir 
performance, including supplemental water reinjection, 
plant equipment modifications, and changes in operating 
methodology.  NCPA, along with other steam field 
operators, has observed a substantial increase in steam 
production in the vicinity of reinjection wells and is 
attempting to increase water reinjection at strategic 
locations.  NCPA, together with other steam developers 
and the Lake County Sanitation District, has completed 
the construction of a wastewater pipeline project 
that greatly increased the amount of water available 
for reinjection.

Based on an internal assessment of the melded costs 
of power from the Geothermal Project and all other 
resources available to the members, NCPA believes its 
members will continue to be able to operate their electric 
utilities on a competitive basis, when compared to local 
investor-owned utility rates, while meeting all electric 
system obligations including those to NCPA.  In March 
2009, NCPA issued $35,610,000 Geothermal Project 
Number 3 Revenue Bonds (2009 Series A).  The proceeds 
were used to finance and operate the two NCPA 110 
MW geothermal steam powered generating plants, 
Plant Number 1 and Plant Number 2.  In 2012, NCPA 
issued $12,910,000 in bonds for Plant Number 1 turbine 
upgrades.  The City is obligated to pay its contractual 
share of 7.883 percent of the operating costs and debt 
service until it is fully satisfied, regardless of resulting 
cost or availability of energy.  At June 30, 2019, the 
book value of this Project’s plant, equipment and other 
assets was $81,731,597 while its long-term debt totaled 
$24,520,000 and other liabilities totaled $47,257,781.  The 
City’s share of the Project’s long-term debt amounted to 
$1,932,912 at that date.
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B.  Projects (Continued)

Calaveras Hydroelectric Project

In July 1981, NCPA agreed with Calaveras County 
Water District to purchase the output of the North Fork 
Stanislaus River Hydroelectric Development Project and 
to finance its construction.  Debt service payments to 
NCPA began in February 1990 when the project was 
declared substantially complete and power was delivered 
to the participants.  Under its power purchase agreement 
with NCPA, the City is obligated to pay 12 percent of this 
Project’s debt service and operating costs.  In March 2018, 
NCPA refunded a portion of the outstanding Revenue 
Bonds with the $70,215,000 2018 Hydroelectric Project 
Number One Revenue Bonds.  The City’s share of the 2018 
bonds is 4.586%. In April 2018, NCPA refunded a portion 
of the outstanding Revenue Bonds with the $39,250,000 
2019 Hydroelectric Project Number One Revenue Bonds.  
At June 30, 2019, the book value of this Project’s plant, 
equipment and other assets was $348,828,156, while its 
long-term debt totaled $294,937,994, and other liabilities 
totaled $40,208,634.  The City’s share of the Project’s long-
term debt amounted to $29,692,373 at that date.

Combustion Turbine Project No. 2 (Steam Injected 
Gas Turbine Project)

The City is a participant in a 49.8 megawatt Steam Injected 
Gas Turbine project which was built under turnkey 
contract near the City of Lodi and declared substantially 
complete on April 23, 1996.  In October 1992, NCPA issued 
$152,320,000 of Multiple Capital Facilities Revenue Bonds 
to finance this project.  In January 2010, NCPA refinanced 
the outstanding Capital Facilities Revenue Bonds by the 
issuance of the $55,120,000 Capital Facilities Revenue 
Bonds Series A (2010 Refunding Series A).  Under the NCPA 
power purchase agreement, the City is obligated to pay 
36.50 percent of the debt service and operating costs for 
the Lodi unit.

The City’s participation in procurement of natural gas 
for fuel for existing and new combustion turbine units 
was approved in 1993.  Although there is currently 
no additional debt financing, the City and NCPA have 
committed to long-term payments for gas transmission 
pipeline capacity, and entered a purchase contract for 
natural gas.  The City is obligated to pay 17.9218 percent 
of the natural gas purchase contract. 

At June 30, 2019, the book value of this Project’s plant, 
equipment and other assets was $32,501,996, while its 
long-term debt totaled $30,064,966 and other liabilities 
totaled $2,014,101.  The City’s share of the Project’s long-
term debt amounted to $10,973,713 at that date.

C. NCPA Financial Information

NCPA’s financial statements can be obtained from NCPA, 
651 Commerce Drive, Roseville, California 95678.

NOTE 7—NORTHERN CALIFORNIA  
POWER AGENCY (NCPA) (CONTINUED)
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NOTE 8—RISK MANAGEMENT

The Electric Fund, as a Fund of the City, is included in the 
City’s risk management program.  The City manages risk of 
loss related to torts; theft of, damage to, and destruction 
of assets; errors and omissions; injuries to employees; and 
natural disasters by participating in the public entity risk 
pools described below and by retaining certain risks.

Public entity risk pools are formally organized and separate 
entities established under the Joint Exercise of Powers Act 
of the State of California.  As separate legal entities, those 
entities exercise full powers and authorities within the 
scope of the related Joint Powers Agreements including 
the preparation of annual budgets, accountability for 
all funds, the power to make and execute contracts and 
the right to sue and be sued.  Each risk pool is governed 
by a board consisting of representatives from member 
agencies.  Each board controls the operations of the 
respective risk pool, including selection of management 
and approval of operating budgets, independent 
of any influence by member agencies beyond their 
representation on that board.  Obligations and liabilities of 
these risk pools are not the City’s responsibility.

The contributions made to the risk pools below equal 
the ratio of the respective member payrolls to the total 
payrolls of all entities participating in the same layer of 
each program, in each program year.  Actual surpluses or 
losses are shared according to a formula developed from 
overall loss costs and spread to member entities on a 
percentage basis after a retrospective rating.

A. Risk Coverage

General Liability, Property, and Boiler and Machinery

The City is a member of the California Joint Powers Risk 
Management Authority (CJPRMA) which covers general 
liability claims, property, and boiler and machinery losses.  
Once the City’s self-insured retention (SIR) is met, CJPRMA 
becomes responsible for payment of all claims up to the 
limit.  Financial statements for the risk pool and more 
information may be obtained from CJPRMA, 3201 Doolan 
Road, Suite 285, Livermore, California 94551.

General Liability Coverage

The City has a SIR of $500,000 per claim with coverage up 
to a $40,000,000 limit. 

Property Coverage

CJPRMA has purchased commercial insurance against 
property damage, boiler machinery claims.  The City has a 
SIR of $25,000 per claim up to a $400,000,000 limit.  

Roseville Energy Park Property Coverage

The City purchased commercial property insurance 
specifically to cover the Roseville Energy Park.  The City has 
a SIR of $250,000 per claim up to a $200,000,000 limit.  

Fiduciary Coverage

The City purchased fiduciary insurance specifically to 
cover the OPEB Trust.  The SIR is $25,000 per claim up to a 
$3,000,000 limit.

Workers’ Compensation

The City is also a member of the Local Agency Workers’ 
Compensation Excess Joint Powers Authority (LAWCX), 
which covers workers’ compensation claims up to 
$5,000,000 and has excess coverage through CSAC-EIA up 
to the statutory limit.

Financial statements for the risk pool and more 
information may be obtained from LAWCX, 1750 Creekside 
Oaks Drive, Suite 200, Sacramento, California 95833.

Claims have not exceeded coverage at any time in the last 
three years.
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A. NCPA, Transmission Agency of Northern 
California and Western Area Power 
Administration

Under the terms of its NCPA joint venture agreement, 
the City is contingently liable for a portion of the bonded 
indebtedness issued by these agencies under take-or-pay 
or similar agreements, as discussed in Note 7.  The City’s 
estimated share of such debt outstanding at June 30, 
2019, was $40,956,811.  Under certain circumstances, the 
City may also be responsible for a portion of the costs of 
operating these entities.  Under certain circumstances, 
such as default or bankruptcy of other participants, the 
City may also be liable to pay a portion of the debt of 
these joint ventures on behalf of the other participants.

The City is a member of the Transmission Agency of 
Northern California (TANC), a joint powers agency.  The 
City is entitled to 2.1119 percent of TANC’s share of transfer 
capability in the California-Oregon Transmission Project 
(approximately 29.35MW).  The City is responsible for 
a share of debt service on debt issued by TANC under 
a take-or-pay agreement, approximately $400,000 
annually through 2039.  The City’s estimated share of debt 
outstanding at June 30, 2019 was $4,416,410.

In addition, the City has a long-term obligation to the 
United States Department of Energy, Western Area Power 
Administration, for 4.58533 percent of the output of the 
Central Valley Project, California.  This contract, also known 
as the Western Base Resource, obligates the City to make 
payments on a “take-or-pay” basis through December 31, 
2024.  The City expects to pay approximately $4 million 
annually for the term of this contract.  The City receives 
approximately 155,000 MWh of energy per year under 
average hydro and storage conditions.

B. Federal and State Grant Programs

The City participates in Federal and State grant 
programs.  These programs have been audited by the 
City’s independent accountants in accordance with the 
provisions of the federal Single Audit Act as amended and 
applicable State requirements.  No cost disallowances 
were proposed as a result of these audits; however, these 
programs are still subject to further examination by the 
grantors and the amount, if any, of expenditures which 
may be disallowed by the granting agencies cannot be 
determined at this time.  The City expects such amounts, if 
any, to be immaterial.

C. Litigation

The City is subject to litigation arising in the normal course 
of business.  In the opinion of the City Attorney there is 
no pending litigation, other than disclosed above, which 
is likely to have a material adverse effect on the financial 
position of the City.

D. Other Commitments

The Electric Fund had the following outstanding 
significant commitments at June 30, 2019:

PROJECTS
AMOUNTS  

(IN MILLIONS)

Roseville Energy Park long-term service agreement  $25.4 

Net power purchase contracts 56.3

Natural Gas Forward Obligations 57.9

Renewable power purchase obligations 44.9

NOTE 9—CONTINGENT LIABILITIES
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The City operates certain electrical generating plants 
which provide power for sale to the public and need 
reliable, economic supplies of natural gas to generate the 
needed electricity.  In pursuit of that objective the City 
and its component unit, the Roseville Successor Agency 
formed the Roseville Natural Gas Financing Authority 
(Authority) for the purpose of acquiring, financing and 
supplying natural gas to the City.  Summarized below 
are various agreements entered into by the Authority to 
achieve its purpose.

A. Prepaid Gas Agreement

Pursuant to an Agreement for the Purchase and Sale of 
Natural Gas dated January 24, 2007, the Authority used 
a portion of the proceeds of its $209,350,000 of Gas 
Revenue Bonds, Series 2007 (the Bonds) to prepay Merrill 
Lynch Commodities, Inc. (Gas Supplier) for a twenty year 
supply of natural gas.  Commencing January 1, 2008, 
and continuing through December 31, 2027, the Gas 
Supplier is obligated to deliver daily contract quantities 
of natural gas on a firm basis to the designated delivery 
point.  Daily contract quantities vary from month to 
month but not from year to year.  This commitment totals 
2,352,000 MMBtus (millions of British thermal units) per 
year or 47,040,000 MMBtus for the twenty year contract 
period.  The Authority has recorded a Prepaid Natural Gas 
asset which is to be amortized as daily contract quantities 
are delivered. 

The agreement provides for payments to be made by the 
Gas Supplier if it fails to deliver the daily contract quantities 
and may be terminated by the Authority in the event of 
non-performance by the Supplier.  The Agreement will 
automatically terminate if there is a termination of the 
Commodity Swap (See Note 10 D below) which is not 
due to default by the Authority or if there is an event of 
default under the swap agreement entered into by the 
Gas Supplier and a third party.  Upon early termination, 
whether due to the above or due to any other optional 
termination event as defined in the agreement, the Gas 
Supplier is required to make a termination payment to 
the Authority that is expected to be sufficient, together 
with other available funds, to redeem the Bonds.  The 
Gas Supplier’s commitments under this agreement are 
guaranteed by its parent company, Merrill Lynch & Co. Inc. 
under a guarantee agreement with the Authority.

As of June 30, 2019, the book value of prepaid gas under 
this agreement amounted to $127,291,580.

B. Funding Agreement

Under certain conditions specified in a Funding and 
Assignment Agreement dated January 24, 2007 between 
the Authority and Gas Supplier, the Gas Supplier has 
agreed to advance funds to the Trustee to pay debt 
service when due or to redeem bonds in the event of 
early termination.  Advances are required under covered 
swap deficiencies and covered termination deficiencies 
and optional advances may also be made.  Advances 
are repayable by the responsible party causing the 
deficiency requiring an advance under this agreement.  
This agreement is coterminous with the Bonds.  The 
Gas Supplier’s commitment under this agreement is 
guaranteed by its parent company, Merrill Lynch & Co. Inc. 
under a guarantee agreement with the Authority. 

There were no advances outstanding as of June 30, 2019.

NOTE 10—GAS SUPPLY ACQUISITION AND 
RESALE
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NOTE 10—GAS SUPPLY ACQUISITION AND 
RESALE   (CONTINUED)
C. Supply Agreement

Pursuant to a Natural Gas Supply Agreement dated 
February 1, 2007, the Authority has agreed to sell to the 
City a twenty year supply of natural gas.  This Supply 
Agreement is coterminous with and provides for the 
delivery of natural gas in quantities which are matched to 
the Prepaid Gas Agreement, discussed above.  For each 
MMBtu delivered (sold) to the City, the Authority will 
receive a variable revenue stream based on a first of the 
month index for the delivery location.  The Agreement 
terminates upon termination of the Prepaid Gas 
Agreement or upon the City’s failure to make any required 
payment within two business days of the due date.

D. Commodity Swap Agreement

In order to have its gas price exposure consistent with 
prevailing market rates, the Authority entered into a 
natural gas Commodity Swap Agreement with JPMorgan 
Chase Bank (Counterparty).  For the term of deliveries 
under the Prepaid Gas Agreement and the Supply 
Agreement, the Authority will pay an index price per 
MMBtu to the Counterparty, and the Counterparty will pay 
a fixed price to the Authority.  The index price paid by the 
Authority is expected to approximate the price paid by the 
City under the Supply Agreement.

The monthly quantity and term of the Commodity 
Swap Agreement are matched to those of the 
Supply Agreement.

Detail of the commodity swap agreement is discussed in 
Note 11.
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A. Summary of Notional Amounts and Fair Values

The City enters into contracts to hedge its price exposures to power and natural gas, and to procure energy supplies.  These 
contracts are evaluated pursuant to GASB Statement No. 53, Accounting and Financial Reporting for Derivative Instruments, 
to determine whether they meet the definition of derivative instruments, and, if so, whether they effectively hedge the 
expected cash flows associated with interest rate and energy exposures.

The City applies hedge accounting for derivatives that are deemed effective hedges.  Under hedge accounting, the 
increase (decrease) in the fair value of a hedge is reported as a deferred inflow or outflow of resources on the statement of 
net position.  For the reporting period, all of the City’s derivatives are considered effective hedges.

For energy derivatives, fair values are estimated by comparing contract prices to forward market prices quoted by third 
party market participants or provided in relevant industry publications.  The following is a summary of the fair values and 
notional amounts of derivative instruments outstanding as of June 30, 2019.

2019 CHANGE  
IN FAIR VALUE

FAIR VALUE,  
END OF FISCAL YEAR 2019

CLASSIFICATION AMOUNT CLASSIFICATION AMOUNT NOTIONAL LEVEL

Effective Cash Flow Hedges

Pay Fixed SWAP, Natural Gas Deferred Outflow  $(2,036,560) Derivative  $(6,538,818) 2,282,500 mmBtu 2

Pay Fixed SWAP, Natural Gas Deferred Outflow  (3,061,516) Derivative  (9,600,344) 342,000 MWh 2

 $(16,139,162)

B. Objective and Terms of Hedging Derivative Instruments

The objectives and terms of the City’s hedging derivative instruments that were outstanding at June 30, 2019, are 
summarized in the next table.  The table is aggregated by the credit ratings of the City’s counterparties.  For counterparties 
having multiple ratings, the rating indicating the greatest degree of risk is used.

NOTE 11—DERIVATIVE INSTRUMENTS
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NOTE 11—DERIVATIVE INSTRUMENTS 
(CONTINUED)
Objectives and terms of the City’s hedging derivative instruments that were outstanding at June 30, 2019 are summarized 
in the table below:

TYPE AND OBJECTIVE 
NOTIONAL  
AMOUNT 

EFFECTIVE  
DATE 

MATURITY  
DATE TERMS COUNTERPARTY 

COUNTERPARTY 
RATING

Forward Contracts, Gas:

Hedge Cash Flows on 
PG&E citygate Gas

152,500 mmBtu 8/1/2019 6/30/2020 Pay $2.89; Receive NGI 
PG&E citygate price 

Conoco Phillips A3

Hedge Cash Flows on  
PG&E citygate Gas

610,000 mmBtu 1/1/2020 6/30/2022 Pay $3.07; Receive NGI 
PG&E citygate price

EDF Trading North 
America

Baa2

Hedge Cash Flows on  
PG&E citygate Gas

3,800,000 mmBtu 8/1/2019 3/31/2020 Pay $3.04; Receive NGI 
PG&E citygate price 

J Aron & Company A3

Hedge Cash Flows on  
PG&E citygate Gas

915,000 mmBtu 1/1/2020 12/31/2020 Pay $3.13; Receive NGI  
PG&E citygate price

Shell Trading Risk 
Management

A2

Forward Contracts, Power:

Hedge Cash Flows on  
NP15 Power  192,600 MWh 7/1/2019 12/31/2019 Pay $37.50 at NP15 Conoco Phillips A3

Hedge Cash Flows on  
NP15 Power  246,000 MWh 7/1/2019 12/31/2021 Pay $39.80 at NP15 EDF Trading North 

America Baa2

Hedge Cash Flows on  
NP15 Power 123,000 MWh 7/1/2019 12/31/2020 Pay $38.25 at NP15 Macquarie Energy A2

C. Risks of Derivative Instruments

Credit risk - Credit risk is the risk of loss due to a counterparty defaulting on its obligations. The City seeks to minimize 
credit risk by transacting with creditworthy counterparties. Interest rate swap counterparties are evaluated at the time of 
transaction execution. The procedure prohibits the City from executing energy hedge transactions with counterparties 
rated lower than BBB by Standard & Poor’s or Fitch rating services, or Baa2 by Moody’s. Subsequent to entering into 
transactions, the credit ratings of one or more counterparties may deteriorate. If so, the City’s credit risk management 
policies increase the amount of collateral that the counterparty must post with the City when the counterparty owes the 
City, thereby reducing credit risk associated with the decline in the counterparty’s credit worthiness.

Termination risk - Termination risk is the risk that a derivative will terminate prior to its scheduled maturity due to a 
contractual event. Contractual events include bankruptcy, illegality, default, and mergers in which the successor entity 
does not meet credit criteria. One aspect of termination risk is that the City would lose the hedging benefit of a derivative 
that becomes subject to a termination event. Another aspect of termination risk is that, if at the time of termination the 
mark-to-market value of the derivative was a liability to the City, the City could be required to pay that amount to the 
counterparty. Termination risk is associated with all of the City’s derivatives up to the fair value amounts.
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On November 1, 2019, the City entered into a direct placement agreement with U.S. Bank for the purchase of the 2012 
Electric System Revenue Refunding Certificates of Participation (COPs) in the amount of $54,000,000. The COPs were 
previously held by U.S. Bank under a direct placement agreement which expired on the same day.  

The City used available cash in the Electric Fund to pay down $36,000,000 of the COPs to reduce the balance from 
$90,000,000 to $54,000,000 and as a result, the City paid $7,176,500 to terminate the associated interest rate swap with 
Bank of America Merrill Lynch.  

The direct placement agreement will expire on May 1, 2023. Under this agreement, the City will pay 80 percent of the one-
month LIBOR rate plus 60 basis points. The interest rate swap associated with the remaining balance of the COPs, held by 
Morgan Stanley, remains unchanged. 

NOTE 12—SUBSEQUENT EVENTS
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Required 
Supplementary 
Information
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SCHEDULE OF THE ELECTRIC FUND’S 
PROPORTIONATE SHARE OF THE CITY’S 
MISCELLANEOUS PLAN NET PENSION LIABILITY 
FOR THE YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 2019

2015* 2016 2017 2018 2019

Proportion of the collective net pension liability 21.27% 21.27% 15.10% 24.20% 24.80%

Proportionate share of the collective net pension liability  $35,340,103  $37,644,806  $45,137,479  $55,319,523  $58,193,004 

Covered payroll  $14,222,485  $15,098,184  $16,397,168  $19,055,633  $13,336,246 

Proportionate share of net pension liability as a percentage 
of covered payroll 248.48% 249.33% 275.28% 290.31% 436.35%

Plan fiduciary net position as a percentage of the total 
pension liability 67.62% 66.97% 63.89% 63.85% 65.21%

Measurement Date June 30, 2014 June 30, 2015 June 30, 2016 June 30, 2017 June 30, 2018

*Fiscal year 2015 was the first year of implementation, therefore, only five years are shown.
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2015* 2016 2017 2018 2019

Actuarially determined contributions  $3,375,790  $3,884,489  $4,699,119  $4,463,913  $5,112,952 

Contributions in relation to the actuarially 
determined contribution  3,375,790  3,884,489  4,699,119  4,463,913  5,112,952 

Contribution deficiency (excess) $- $- $- $- $- 

Covered payroll  $15,098,184  $16,397,168  $19,055,633  $13,336,246  $17,651,501 

Contributions as a percentage of covered 
payroll 22.49% 23.69% 24.66% 9.99% 9.99%

*Fiscal year 2015 was the first year of implementation, therefore, only five years are shown.

SCHEDULE OF PENSION CONTRIBUTIONS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 2019
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SCHEDULE OF THE ELECTRIC FUND’S 
PROPORTIONATE SHARE OF THE CITY’S NET 
OPEB LIABILITY
FOR THE YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 2019

2018* 2019

Proportion of the collective net OPEB liability 11.11% 13.43%

Proportionate share of the collective net OPEB liability  $15,897,000  $18,900,000 

Covered-employee payroll  $13,336,246  $17,651,501 

Proportionate share of net OPEB liability as a percentage  of covered-employee payroll 119.20% 107.07%

Plan fiduciary net position as a percentage of the total OPEB liability 37.07% 41.04%

Measurement Date June 30, 2018 June 30, 2019

*Fiscal year 2018 was the first year of implementation, therefore, only two years are shown.
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2018* 2019

Actuarially determined contributions  $2,016,000  $2,079,000 

Contributions in relation to the actuarially determined contribution  2,016,000  2,079,000 

Contribution deficiency (excess) $- $- 

Covered-employee payroll  $13,336,246  $17,651,501 

Contributions as a percentage of covered payroll 15.12% 11.78%

*Fiscal year 2018 was the first year of implementation, therefore, only two years are shown.

SCHEDULE OF OPEB CONTRIBUTIONS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 2019
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